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I

Introduction

~he Fishery Management Plan for the Shallow~ater Reeffish
Fishery of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands (FMP) became
effective September 22, 1985. ~he FMP was prepared by the
Caribbean Fishery Management Council to establish a management
system for the shallow-water reeffish resources within the
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and the waters under the authority
of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the ~erritory of the U.S.
Virgin Islands, from the shoreline to the edge of the insular
platform.
.

Of some 350 species of shallow-water reeffish in the Caribbean,
about 180 are landed and used throughout the region and
collectively comprise the most important fishery in the islands.
~he FMP's management unit includes the 64 most commonly landed
species (distributed among 14 families) which compose the bulk of
the catch from Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
~he FMP established regulations to rebuild declining reeffish'
species in the fishery and reduce conflicts among fishermen., It
established criteria for the construction of fish traps; required
owner identification and marking of gear and boats; prohibited
the hauling of or tampering with another person's traps without
the owner's written consent; prohibited the use of poisons,
drugs, other chemicals and explosives for the taking of reeffish;
established a minimum size limit on the harvest of yellowtail
snapper and Nassau grouper; and established a closed season for
the taking of Nassau grouper.

II

Statement of the Problem

Since the implementation of the FMP, new information indicates
that more stringent management measures are needed to accomplish
the objectives of the FMP. Data from CODREMAR'sl cooperative
Fishery statistics Program shows a downward trend in these
fisheries indicated by a shift in species composition and
decrease in volume of landings. ,For example, the parrotfish,
which was considered second and third class in most sectors of
this fishery, is now,sold as first class and is one of the most
frequently landed species displacing the less abundant snappers
and groupers. ~his is occurring in spite of the management
measures implemented so far.
~he red hind si,ze frequency distribution shows a decline in the
average size in Puerto Rico. ~he situation in the U.S. Virgin
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CODREMAR,
(corporation
for
the
Development
and
Administration of the Marine, Lacustrine and Fluvial Resources) is
Puerto Rico'S governmental agency in charge of fishery development.
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Islands regarding this species is such that the fishermen
themselves have requested a closure of the specific sites during
the spawning season (December - February) of the red hind. They
have identified a "spawning hot spot" as crucial to the survival
of the fishery. This area is important not only for the
fishermen in the U.S. Virgin Islands, but also for the fishermen
in Puerto Rico who might benefit from the larvae carried by the
currents •.
A task team was assembled by the Council to examine the available
data.
Recommendations were made and accepted by the Council to
amend the plan in order to increase the minimum mesh size in fish
traps and to protect the spawning· aggregations of the red hind,
especially those spawning areas identified around st. Thomas and
st. John.
The measures which amend the plan are responsive to the
objectives of the plan which are: restore and maintain adult
stocks at levels that ensure adequate spawning and recruitment to
replenish the population; prevent the harvest of individuals of
species of high value that are less than the optimum size; and
obtain the necessary data for stock· assessment and for monitoring
the fishery.
III

Proposed Action

The actions proposed in this Amendment consist of the following
revisions of existing measures or sections.
Management measure 10.2.1 is modified to allow a larger
dimension for the minimum mesh size for fish traps.
Management measure 10.2.7 is modified to prohibit the
harvest and possession of the Nassau grouper.
Management measure 10.2.9 is modified to include socioeconomic information.
Management measure 10.2.10 is added to establish an area
closure during the red hind spawning season.
AC'l'ION 1:. lIANAGEIfEN'l' IfEASURE 10.2.1
Section 10.2.1 is revised by modifying the minimum mesh size for
fish traps (change underlined):
10.2.1 Establish 2 inches (in the smallest dimension) as the
minimum »esh size for fish traps.
Rationale; The li· mesh size was too small to reduce bycatch of
immature individuals and those herbivorous adults essential to
the maintenance of the reef ecosystem balance. Two inches
2

minimum size will allow the escapement o~ these
likely achieve the objective o~ the plan.

~ishes

and more

In a study by Bohnsack (1988) comparing di~~erent mesh sizes in
traps, a mesh size 2- by 3" or larger tended to catch larger
but ~ewer species and individuals. Also, when comparing
this mesh size with those currently legally speci~ied in the Gulf
o~ Mexico (1.5- X 1.5-, and 1.5- hexagonal) the results show that
-the presently legal minimum mesh appears to d~ little to reduce
bycatch.- ~his statement agrees with the council's rationale to
increase tbe present l,gal lIIinimum mesb size ~rom Ii- to 2-.
~ish
~ish,

~his measure could reduce the number o~ part-time ~isbermen.
It
has been argued tbat larger mesh would discourage tbe use o~
traps by part-time ~ishermen because average number o~ ~ishes per
trap will decrease. However, it will provide bett'er economic
return to tbe ~ull-time ~isherman because the catch o~ larger
~ish, with the escapement o~ a greater number of juveniles, will
bring higher market values. I~ 2" mesh size wire is readily
available, no signi~icant economic hardship is ~oreseen.

Delaying measure implementation ~or one year after Amendment
Number 1 approval should o~fset any economic impacts associated
with the switch to traps with a larger mesh size. Since the li~e
expectancy o~ ~ish traps is about one year, this time frame
should allow the ~ishermen to gradually replace the traps that
are lost or that reach their full lite expectancy. ~his delay
will lessen the economic impact of the measure.
council considers this measure as one o~,the most important
for this fishery due to the complex assemblage of species. At
the same time it is conscious of the need for an inventory of
traps by mesh size and the consequent economic analysis. ~his
could be done during the moratorium, not banning, however, the
implementation o~ the measure.
~he

Rejected Alternatives to Agtion

1

a. Retain the minimum mesh size of

It·

(no action).

Rationale: CUrrent minimum mesh size is not allowing the
escapement o~ a significant number o~ juveniles which are
important to the ~ishery. Bohnsack (1988) found that the size of
retained fish in traps is directly related to mesh size and
shape. He ~ound that mesh sizes o~ 2- by 3-, or larger, tend to
catch larger ~ish, but ~ewer species and individuals; and that
the larger mesh size is more ef~icient in reducing bycatch o~
immature individuals and small adults o~ certain species.
b. Establish the minimum mesh size at

3

1~·.

Rationale:
There is no significant difference in catch sizes between the li"
and l~· minimum mesh size.
Regarding the economic impact of this measure, some fishermen
from st. Croix believe that if the minimum mesh size is
established at 2-, approximately 50 percent ot their catch will
be lost. This seems to be unique to st. Croix, because of their
particular cultural eating habi ts. This cOlll1lJuzii ty consumes
species (e.g. doctorfish and butterflyfish) that are smaller than
those consumed in puerto Rico, st. Thomas and st. John. The St.
Croix fishermen would therefore, 'prefer the l~· minimum mesh
size.
Representatives from the u.s. Virgin Islands Division of Fish and
wildlife believe that the available data indicate that this 50
percent loss is overstated and that actual loss is closer to 20
percent.
The Council cannot corroborate any of these figures for lack of
adequate scientific data. Tbe scientific data available
(Bohnsack, 1988) indicate that the 2# minimum size is a better
alternative for tbe recovery of tbe resource.
~
AC'I'ION 2: llANAGEHEN'l' lfEASURE lO.2. 7

Section 10.2.7 is modified to prohibit the harvest and possession
of Nassau grouper:
lO.2.7 A total closure of the Nassau grouper fishery is
established, until the species is rebuilt to exploitable levels.

Rationale: The Council's decision to adopt a minimum size of 24
inches total length for Nassau grouper (!P4nephelus striatus) to
ensure spawning, was based On the best available information at
the time. Due to the taxonomic relationship of the species with
tbe red grouper (~ morio), whose first spawning size corresponds
to approximately 19 inches total length, and its maximum yield is
obtained at 24 inches, the assumption was that, the same
parameters could be • t.used. for
the Nassau grouper •
.
The measure was impl~mented with a phase-in schedule starting
with a base line of l2 inches total length for the minimum size
and adding a one-inch increase per year, until reaching 24
inches. This phase-in would allow sufficient time for the
development of scientific research which would provide an
estimate of the age-length at first spawning.
The age-length at maturity of Nassau grouper has been determined
to be at least l7 inches standard length (22 total length) in a
study conducted in the Bahamas during 1988 (Yvonne Sadovy,
4

personal communication). ~here~ore, the council would have to
the minimum size limit o~ Nassau grouper to 22 inches
total length ~ollowing the original rationale ~or the size limit
measure ~or this ~ish. However, current information on landings
shows that the capture o~ Nassau grouper is a rare event. ~his
situation can only be corrected by a total closure until the
stock has recovered.
modi~y

Rejected Alternatiye to Action 2

a.

Retain management measure as presently stated (no action).

Rationale; ~he present size limit management measure was
selected based on studies by the South Atlantic Fishery
Hanagement Council because the Caribbean council l~cked
in~ormation o~ its own regarding the species in local waters.
However, the in~ormation now available indicates that more
drastic action is needed to conserve and rebuild the resource.
ACTION 3: IlANAGEHENT MEASURE

~0.2.

9

section ~0.2.9 is revised to include socio-economic
(change underlined):

in~ormation

10.2.9 Data Collection: Gather catch/effort, length/frequenCy,
as well as any necessary biological and socjo-economic
in~ormation, through the improvement of the existing statefederal agreements formulated by NHFS/PR/USVI and/or council!s
own data gathering progrlUtl. .
_,
.

Rationale: ~he current provisions o~ the data collection e~~ort
are limited to the collection o~ biological data. ~he ree~fish
fishery is very complex and in order to appropriately evaluate
impacts associated with various management strategies the Council
needs complete in~ormation. ~he collection of this in~ormation
is requisite for the preparation of the SAFE reports now required
by the 602 regulation. ~hus, the need to collect socio-economic
data.
Rejected Alternatiye to Action 3
a.

Retain measure as is currently stated (no action).

Rationale: ~he Council is managing a very complex fishery.
Requiring only biological data is not sufficient for the
evaluation of the impacts associated with management.
ACTION 4: AREA CLOSURE FOR RED BIND DUBING BREEDING SEASON

section

~0.2.10

~0.2.10 ~o

is added to the FHP and will read:

Prohibit during the

red
5

bind spawning season, ~rom

December 1 through February 28, the use of any fishing gear
capable of capturing reeffish, such as fish traps, hook and line,
bottom nets, and spear, jn an area southwest of st. ,.homas
enclosed by the quadrilateral formed by connecting the follcwwg
four points w Chart 25641:
l8 13.28 H; 65 06QW
18 13.28 H; 64 59QW
l8 lO.78 H; 65 068W
18 ll.SQ H; 64 SgQW
Rationale;
Protecting reproductive stages of species is one of the major
problems of fishery management as well as one of the most
important management measures that can be implemented. During
this stage the species become extremely vulnerable to fishing
pressure, and protecting them is sound management.' Total closure
of the area covered under this measure is necessary because it is
not possible to fish other species to the exclusion of red hind.
Red hind is so concentrated in this area during the spawning .
season that it is impossible to fish this area and not catch red
hind. At present, red hind constitute the backbone of not only
the trap fishery, but also the hook-and-line fishery.
This particular area has been identified by the fishermen as ·one
of the hottest spots for spawning aggregations.- The fishermen
are concerned that average size at harvest is decreasing. They
know they are· taking too many juveniles and that they have to
protect the resource ·so they will have something to keep golng
back to. H conscious of the importance-of protecting. spawning
aggregations, fishermen are trying to conserve the resource,
requesting from the Council a management measure that will ensure
the survival of the species in federal waters. There are pending
regulations in the U.S. Virgin Islands to close spawning areas in
the territorial waters. Outside fishermen are currently not
being regulated, therefore, U.S.V.I. fishermen are interested in
seeing federal regulations that protect the species.
Red hind in the U.S. Virgin Islands spawn during the full moon
cycle from December through February. The spawning season peaks
usually during January. only two spawning areas have been
identifi~d in the u.s. Virgin Islands although more are
.
suspected. Scientists from Puerto Rico have identified spawning
sites along the western coast of that island, within the EEZ.
These will be addressed, as appropriate, through the Procedures
for Adjusting Management Measures, or through another amendment
to the Shallow-Water Reeffish FMP. Presently there is lack of
information regarding the number of spawning areas, the percent
of spawners represented by known aggregations or information on
where the potential new recruits eventually go. Nonetheless,
scientists do agree that the clqsure of the area defined by this
measure is important for red hind recovery or reversal of the
present rate of decline.
6

Reiected Alternative to Action 4
a.

~o

keep the identified spawning area open to fishing.

Rationale: Leaving the identified area unprotected rrom the
intensive rishing pressure would most probably eliminate this
spawning aggregation in a short period or time. Fishermen once
.identified spawning areas of the red hind around st. Croix that
were not adequately managed and no longer exist.. Once a species
is depleted or a spawning area apparently it does not return.
b. ~o close .all areas' identified as possible or actual spawning
grounds of red hind during the period of December through
February.
Rationale:
~here is little information with respect to the
areas (location and dimension) that serve as spawning grounds ror
the red hind through the year. Although it is known that
additional areas considered spawning grounds occur ~round PUerto
Rico and the u.s •. Virgin Islands, the precise locations have not
been identified.
~he Council has decided to accept the recommendation closing the
indicated area (management measure 10.2.10) as the rirst step to
assess the usefulness of this measure. It is eXpected that after
proper monitoring and evaluation of the closed area proposed in
this FMP, other areas could be closed if this measure proves to
be effective.

ACTION 5: DBSCRIP'l'ION OF

BABI~AT

OF S'1'OCXS

Section 8.2 of the FMP is updated and editorially revised to
provide ~escriptions and analyses required by amendment of the
Magnuson Act. See Appendix B for a complete habitat document •

.:
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IV

Regulatory Impact Reyiew ADd Initial
Flexibility Analysis
A

Regulato~

IN'l'RODUC'.rION

Executive Order l229l -Federal Regulation- established guidelines
~or promulgating new regulations and reviewing existing
regulations. Under these guidelines each agency, to the extent
permitted by law, is expected to comply with th.e ~ollowing
requirements: (1) administrative decisions shall be based on
adequate in~ormation concerning the need ~or and consequences of
proposed government action; (2) regulatory action shall not be
undertaken unless the potential benefit to society ~or the
regulation outweighs the potential costs to society; (3)
regulatory objectives shall be chosen to maximize the net
benetits to society; (4) among alternative approacnes to any
given regulatory objective, the alternative involving the least
net cost to society shall be chosen; and (5) agencies shall set
regulatory priorities with the aim of maximizing the aggregate
net benefit to society, taking into account the condition of the
particular industries affected by r~gulations, the condition of
the national economy, and other regulatory actions contemplated
~or the future.
In compliance with Executive Order 12291, the Department of
Commerce (DOC) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. (NOAA) require the preparation of a Regulatory
Impact Review (RIR) for all regulatory actions which either
implement a new Fishery Management Plan (FMP) or significantly
amend an existing plan, or may be significant in that they
reflect important DOC/NOAA policy concerns and are the object of
public interest.
The RIR is part of the process ot preparing and reviewing fishery
management plans. The RIR provides a comprehensive review of the
level and incidence of impact associated with the proposed or
final regulatory actions. The analysis also provides a review of
the problems and policy objectives prompting the regulatory
proposals and an evaluation of the major alternatives that could
be used to solve problems. The purpose of the analysis is to
ensure that the regulatory agency systematically and
.
comprehensively considers all available alternatives so that the
public welfare can be enhanced in the most efficient and cost
effective way.
The RIR serves as the basis for determining whether the proposed
regulations implementing the fishery management plan or amendment
are major/non-major under Executive Order l2291, and whether or
not the proposed regulations will have a significant economic
impact on a SUbstantial number of small entities under the
Regulatory Flexibility Act (P.L., 96-354).
8

~he purpose of .the Regulatory Flexibility Act is to relieve small
businesses, small organizations, and small governmental entities
from burdensome regulations and record keeping requirements.
Since small businesses will be affected by the regulations to be
promulgated under the FMF, this document also includes as the
Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA) for the FMF. In
addition to analyses conducted for tbe RIR, tbe IRFA provides an
estimate of tbe number of small businesses affected, a
description of the small businesses affected an~ a discussion of
the nature and silee of impacts.

~be Small Business Administration (SBA) defines a small business
in tbe commercial fisbing activity, classified and found in the
Standard Industrial Classification Code, Major Group, Bunting,
Fishing and ~rapping (SIC 09), as a firm with receipts up to $2.0
million annually, SBA defines a small business in ~he charter
boat activity to be in the SIC 7999 code, Amusement and
Recreational Services, not elsewbere classified as a firm with
receipts up to $3.5 million per year.

B FROBLEM

S~MEHEN'l'

FMF for the Shallow-Water Reeffish Fishery of Puerto Rico and
the U.S. Virgin Islands became effective September 22, 1985 and
established a management system for this resource within the
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and the waters under the authority
ot the common~ealth of Puerto Rico and the ~erritory of the U.S.
Virgin Islands, from the shoreline to the edge ot the insular
platform.
~he

ot some 350 species of shallow-water reettish in the Caribbean,
about 180 are landed and used throughout the region and
collectively comprise the most important fishery in the islands.
~he FMP's management unit includes the 64 major commonly landed
species (distributed among 14 families) tbat compose the bulk of
the catcb.
~he FMP establisbed tbe following regulations to rebuild
declining reeffish species in tbe fisbery and reduce conflicts
among fishermen:

• established criteria for the construction of fish traps
• required owner identification and marking of gear and
boats
· prohibited tbe hauling of or tampering with anotber
person's traps witbout the owner's written consent
· prohibited the use of poisons, drugs, other chemicals and
explosives for the taking of reeffish
9

• established a minimum si%e limit on the harvest of
yellowtail snapper and Nassau grouper
• established a closed season for the taking of Nassau
grouper
Since the implementation of the FHP, new information indicates
more stringent management measures are needed to accomplish the
objectives of the FHP. Data fromCODREHAR's cooperative Fishery
statistics Program shows a downward trend in these fisheries
indicated by a shift in species composition and decrease in
volume of landings. For example,' the parrotfish which was
considered second and third class in most sectors of this fishery
is now sold as first class and is one of the most frequently
landed species displacing the less abundant snappers and
groupers. This is occurring in spite of the management measures
implemented so far.
The red hind size frequency distribution shows a decline in the
average size in Puerto Rico. The situation in the D.S. Virgin
Islands regarding this species is such that the fishermen .
themselves have requested a closure of the specific sites during
the spawning season (December - February) of the red hind. They
have identified a ·spawning hot spot" as crucial to the survival
of the fishery. This area is important not only for the
fishermen in the D.S. Virgin Islands, but also for the fishermen
in Puerto Rico who might benefit from the larvae carried by the
currents. In addition,. the Nassau grouper has become so scarce
that its capture is considered a rare event.,

C OBJECTIVES
The original plan objectives addressed by this amendment are:
1. Obtain the necessary data for stock assessment and for
monitoring the fishery.
2. Reverse the declining trend ot the resource.
a.
Restore and maintain adult stocks at levels that ensure
adequate spawning and recruitment to replenish the
population.
b.
Prevent the harvest of individuals of species of high
"value (e.g;, snappers, groupers, and others) that are
less than the optimum size.
D

HANAGEHBN'1' lfBASURBS

The amendment contains five proposed actions. One of these
actions revises the data collection activities to provide
socio-economic information. Another of the actions revises the
habitat section of the FHP. These two actions are not a part of
the management structure and ar~not addressed further by this
RIRIRFA.

10

The three remaining actions are directly related to management
are.listed below along with the respective alternatives that
were considered and rejected.

and

~O.2.~

TraP Mesh 51ze
Proposed Measure: Bstablisb 2 incbes (in the smallest dimension)
as the minimum mesb si.e Lor Lisb traps. This is a proposed
change to the current mesh size of ~i inches. .
Alternative Measure ~: No action.
inch mesh size rule.

Retain the current

~

Alternative Measure 2: Bstablisb a minimum mesb si.e of
inches.

i
~~

~O.2.7
Nassau Grouper
Proposed Measure: A total closure of the Nassau grouper fishery
is established, until the species is rebuilt to exploitable
levels.

Alternative Measure: No action.
of 24 inches total length.

Retain current minimum size

~O.2.~O
Area Closure of Red Hind Spawning Ground
Proposed Measure: To prohibit during the red bind spawning
season, Lrom December ~ through February 28, the use of any
fishing gear capable of capturing reeffish, such as fish traps,
hook and line, bottom nets, and spear, in an area southwest .of
st. Thomas enclosed by the quadrilateral formed by ~onnecting
the following Lour points in Chart 256H:
~8 ~3.2Q Ni 65 06QW
~8 ~3.2Q Ni 64 59QW
~8 ~O.7Q Ni 65 06QW
~8 ~~.8Q Ni 64 59QW

Alternative Measure 1: No action.
Alternative Measure 2: Close all areas identified as
possible or actual spawning grounds oL red bind during the
period of December through February.
B

APPROACH 2'0 7.'118

ANALYSIS

The three changes to the current management structure Lor the
shallow-water reeffish fishery have a similar intent. All are
specifically designed to help meet the primary objective of the
FMP regarding rebuilding the stocks and thus resolving the
primary problem generally described as biological overfishing.
In the case of shallow-water reeffishes overfishing is related to
a combination of circumstances that have led to increased levels
of fishing effort (see Section 6 of the original FMP for the
11

shallow-water reeffish fishery}. Since the measures have a
similar intent, any changes in net economic benefits derived from
the fis~ery depend on the effect that the changed management
strategy will have on tbe biological vell-being of the resources.
Also since the measures are designed to rebuild tbe resource, the
combined biological effect of the measures serve as tbe basis for
the economic outcome. Examining combined effects is more
appropriate tban examining separate effects because some of tbe
effects overlap and the combined effect vill not be tbe same as
adding tbe separate effects from tbe measures • . Nonetbeless, the
measures vill be analyzed separately at the start to determine
wbetber or not tbey contribute, in a positive manner, to the RIR
condition of realizing a net positive economic benefit (benefits
net of public and private costs). ~be combined effect of the
alternative measures also will be contrasted vith the results
obtained by the preferred·measures.
Since tbe adopted measures all involve more restrictive fishing
practices, the analysis will contrast short term losses with long
term gains as is usual with management programs designed to
rebuild over fisbed resources. However, these ·short term"
restrictions will be operational for the entire time period
covered by the analysis, so labeling these measures as short term
may be somewhat misleading.
~he net economic impacts (negative or positive) vill include the
sum of expected changes in producer and consumer surplus for
landings from the commercial fishery, potential cbanges in
consumer surplus from recreational fisbing trips, and manag~ment
costs (plan preparation, and enforceme~t costS).

F

ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED AND

AL~BRNNI'IVE

IfEASURES

10.2.1 ~rap Mesh Size
biological evidence, although not conclusive, indicates that
an enlarged mesh size will lead, given sufficient time, to an
increase in the total pounds of target species landed. If this
occurs, the increase probably would not be great enough to reduce
prices received by fishermen because the area already relies
heavily on imports and tbe impact on total fish supplies vill not
be great. ~be increased weight is attributed to increased growtb
of snappers, groupers, grunts, and otber species prior to
harvest. 'Some of these gains will be offset by permanent
reductions in the catch of otber species that do not reach these
larger sizes. ~be landings of these smaller species have become
more prominent in tbe last decade, because local consumers are
SWitching to these species as their next best alternative. ~he
loss of the landings of these inherently smaller species is not
necessarily negative as consumers vill switch back to preferred
species. ~be total gross revenue obtained from tbe resource is
tberefore expected to increase a.s a result of the management
action. Offsetting this potenti~l gain in revenue will be
increased costs associated with a one time conversion to traps
~he
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with larger mesh size. ~his negative impact would be lessened by
phasing in the larger mesh size on a replacement basis by
delaying the effective date of the measure for one year. ~his
procedure would allow fishermen to replace 1 ,- mesh traps as
they are lost or deteriorate at a much lower cost, since traps
last an average of one year.
~he period of analysis employed for this measure is critical and
will change the outcome. ~his measure will increase total net
revenue, after a short period of time (probably one or two years)
during which net revenues decrease because the catch of smaller
fish will decline. ~hen for several years, there would be net
producer benefits. However, after several years these increased
benefits will attract more fishermen or more effort by existing
fishermen (or both). Eventually the benefits will disappear
because increased effort means increased costs and even if there
is a long duration of greater catches (a permanent increase in
yield per recruit) the net revenue of individual fishermen and
the industry will eventually decline to current levels (or
lower). This outcome stresses the importance of the period of
analysis as shown in the following graph.

Graph

1

+
NET
BENEFIT

YI

YI

Y£AIIS FOLLOWING .UPUUEHTAllON

The graph reiterates the discussion in the text. For years O-Y,
there will be a decrease in producer surplus (small fish excluded
and potentially larger fish not yet caught). Then for years Yl Y2 there will be an increase in producer surplus. Finally, for
years following Y2 there will be a decrease because the costs of
new effort in response to the increased prOfits will wipe out the
·profit.- ~his situation will exist for all such management
measures of this nature and the general discussion will be
referred to other measures. If the measure can be viewed as
having only a temporary lite described as long enough to capture
the benefits from years Yl-Y2 but to be replaced by other
management regulations after Y2 then the measure has a benefit
from the producer surplus viewpoint. Actually it may be more
complicated than this because the increased effort could result
in a worse than current recruitment overfishing scenario
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(although the evidence suggests that it cannot get any worse from
the recruitment standpoint).
Consumer surplus is expected to be greater with this measure
because a larger poundage of fish will be purchased at roughly
unchanged prices (recall the discussion that supplies are not
expected to increase enough to materially affect prices). ~he
recreational surplus is also expected to increase based on the
assumption that the catch of larger fish provides increased
fishermen satisfaction and hence greater benefits from any given
level of fishing effort.
,
One alternative for this measure is no action. By definition,
the status quo implies no change in benefits or costs.
Comparatively it is sufficient simply to look at ~he result of
the preferred alternative (except for any administrative costs
associated with the no action decision). ~he effects of the
alternative of 1,~ inch mesh would be essentially the same as no
action since there are no significant differences in catch sizes
between the 1i and 1~ inch minimum mesh sizes.
10.2.7 Nassau Grouper
This measure replaces existing minimum size and spawning time
closures for Nassau grouper. The measures in the original FHP
were forecast to have a high degree of economic benefits related
to the biological recovery of Nassau grouper. However, the
current amendment indicates that the species has decreased since
implementation of the original management measures to the extent
that the Nassau grouper is so scarce that it'is rarely captured.
Tbis outcome is important for tbe purposes of this RIR and it is
worthwbile ,to look at the reasons wby tbe original management
measures did not resolve tbe problem and did not acbieve tbe
expected benefits (over $2.7 million from tbe size limit).
One possible explanation tbat tbe measure did not achieve the
desired result is tbat the status of the resource was much worse
tban estimated at tbe time of implementation of the FHP. If one
starts witb an extremely depressed population, measures sucb as
tbose in tbe current FHP simply may not be strong enougb to
acbieve a biological. and economic recovery in any reasonable
'period of. time. Otber reasons maY,include a lack of enforcement
or limited recruitment from adjacent waters.
A total closure may be viewed as extreme, but if tbe current
value of producer surplus, consumer surplus and recreational
surplus is essentially nil, then at worst the measure results in
negative economic consequences which can be expressed as the
present value of government costs associated with implementing
the measure. ~he possibility of benefits exceeding costs at some
time in tbe future appears fair~y bigh, assuming tbat a cessation
of landings will yield tbe necessary biological recovery and that
a reasonable level of compliance is acbieved. Tbe RIR depends
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heavily on models or other predictive capabilities that could be
turnished by biologists it and when the appropriate data bases
are available.
It the biological models or other intormation can tore cast a
recovery ot the resource in a reasonable number ot years, then
the resulting economic benetits trom this measure would have to
be adjusted because part ot the benetits are gained trom the mesh
trap size and tbe red hind spawning area closur••
~he only alternative expressed is the status quo and there is no
need tor analysis ot impact.

10.2.10, Area ClOSUre ot Bed Hind spawning Ground

~he analysis ot this measure is based on the assumption that the
Council proposes to eliminate all tishing ettort trom this area
during the period otthe closure. ~his would mean the exclusion
ot all commercial and recreational tishing ettort.

measure provides several potential areas ot benetits in the
torm ot increased surpluses tor producers, consumers and
recreational tishermen. It could also produce less desirable
side ettects which can ottset at least part ot the potential .
gains. ~he potential gains and losses will probably result in ~
net economic benetit trom this measure as discussed below.
~his

Although the proposed measure is directed specitically at
recovery ot the red hind resource, there are implications tor all
the species in the shallow-water FHP, as well as tor lobsters and
pelagic tintish that are present in the area-during the closure
period.
~he amendment does not have. details on the importance ot this red
hind spawning area, i.e., there is no description ot the percent
ot spawners represented by this aggregation or intormation on
where the potential new recruits eventually go, due to lack ot
intormation regarding these matters. ~here does appear to pe
some level ot agreement among those with knowledge ot the tishery
that this closure will result in a trend toward resource
recovery, or at least a slowing ot the present rate ot decline.
~his should lead to benetits tromthe closure, even it the total
tishing ettort around st. ~homas does not change because
tishermen elect to tish in adjacent areas. Even it this
relocation ot ettort occurs it may not signiticantly alter the
total catch ot tish in adjacent areas because the present level
ot ettort may be so high that increases (or decreases) in ettort
will not attect the total catch.

possible relocation ot ettort just alluded to does have
potential adverse consequences that are not related to the total
tish catch. One consequence is that any potential gains trom
reduced mortality ot undersized~ish in the spawning closure area
~he
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will be offset by increased juvenile mortality in other areas. A
second possible problem is that the fishermen may have knowledge
of "second-best- spawning aggregations and the effort previously
devoted to fishing on the spawning aggregation referenced in the
measure may simply be relocated to other spawning aggregations.
If this happens, then most of the potential benefits from the
closure will be lost due to -damage- to these other
concentrations of red hind spawners.
Regardless of potential consequences of the relocation of fishing
effort, there appears to be some consensus that there are
biological benefits of some sort ¥hich derive from allowing a
-rest period- for any heavily fished area. Although this concept
is not well articulated or quantified in the literature, this RIR
assumes that such an effect exists and will not be. offset by
relocation of effort to other areas since the other areas are
already ·stressed n by the present level of effort. The existence
of this somewhat biological benefit should eventually translate
into net economic benefits for the producer, consumer and
recreational fisherman.
The only alternatives to the preferred action, was no action
which has no impact. The other alternative is to close all
~
possible or actual red hind spawning grounds during the spawning
season. Full details on other potential spawning aggregation
locations are not available and it is difficult to provide an
economic impact analysis. However, if these become known the
benefits from closing all the spawning grounds at the same time
should exceed the benefits from the proposed measure as long as
one major condition is met. The closures shbuld not be so
extensive as to halt a major portion of the capture (for
commercial and recreational purposes) of all species in the
waters surrounding PUerto Rico and the USVI. A closure of a
significant portion of all fishing grounds for a three month
period during the height of the tourist season undoubtedly would
cause major disruptions in commerce related to both commercial
and recreational fishing. The temporary dislocation of the small
firms involved would probably create the need for government
expenditures that would exceed the expected economic benefits
related to resource recovery. On the other hand, if other
specific spawning areas are identified later, and if they do not
imply a closure of the total fishery, a subsequent RIR would
probably identify a positive net benefit from such additional
closures.
Management costs
The total cost for preparation of the Amendment Number 1 and
enforcement of the red hind area closure are summarized as
follows:

l6

OF 'I'BE AHJ!NDHEN'I' RUMER .1
ro :rHE SUIlT.UM-Hl4'ER BEEF USB l7fP

BSXIlfAXEP COST

I

CONSIDERATION A2' 2'BE CQC7liCIL

HEBTINGS

Estimated compensation Cost of one
council Heeting (Council Hembers)
Estimated Travel Expenses of one
Council Meeting (council Members)
Estimated Cost Of One Heeting

$ 4,335.00

2,250.00
$ 6,585.00

Council Meetings are estimated to last .16 hours,
of which at least 2 hours have been devoted to the
Amendment Number 1 during the past five meetings.
The Council devoted at least .12.5% of its time
to the Amendment Number 1 during those five meetings.
Estimated Cost Per Heeting - .12.5' x $6,585 x
5 Heetings =
II

4,.115.65

TIME DEVOTED BY STAFF
It is estimated that the Technical writer dedicated
at least 40% of the time to the development of the
Amendment Number 1 since the time staff was instructed
by the Council (October 1988) to ~ndert~ke the task.
Salary from Oct/88 to March/90 by 40%
Estimated Fringe Benefits

$ 8,031.20
1,409.48

Estimated Cost for Staff
III

.'

9,440.68

puBLIC HEARINGS
Estimated council Member Compensation
(one Council Member x one day x
7 hearings)
Estimated Staff Compensation (two
staff members x.5 hours x 7 hearings)
Estimated Travel Expenses
Estimated Travel Expenses-Staff
Estimated Conference Rooms Cost
Estimated Cost of Announcements
Estimated Cost of Seven Public Hearings
Total Estimated Cost ,
.17

$ 2,023.00

1,442.00
1,050.00
2,.100.00
1.,050.00
1,575.00
9,240.00
$22,796.33

ES'!'IHATED ANNUAL COW OF
ENFORCING fn RED BIND AREA c:rpsJlRB
'1'he above costs are one-time expenditures associated with
developing the amendment. '!'he following are estimated annual
costs for enforcement of the red hind from December 6, 1989
through February 28, 1990. The changes resulting from the
amendment are not expected to warrant any incre~sed enforcement
costs.
I.

U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS GC!{ERNHElfJ'
Division of Fish and Wildlife
Division of Environmental Enforcement

$ 1,400.00
4,U3.00

Estimated cost U.S.V.I.
II

$ 6,213.00

FEDERAL GQVERNHENT

U.S. Coast Guard
National Marine Fisheries service
Estimated Federal Costs
'1'O'1'AL ANNUAL

$ 7,000.00
6,000.00
$l3,000.00

ENFORCEHEN'l' COS'!'
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$19,2p.00

Qther possible Actions
This RIR bas served to point out that tbe set of preferred
options do not provide for continuing long term benefits witb the
possible exception ot the red bind spawning closure. Tbe reason
is that once any benefits trom stock recovery become known (or
perhaps even anticipated) tbe total amount of tishing etfort will
increase and the benefits will be dissipated. This outcome will
not exist if tbese management measures are in eItect long enougb
to realize the stock recovery benefits but not long enougb to
allow tbe addition ot a significant amount of new eftort. In
otber words, it tbese measures can be considered as interim, tben
tbe identitied benetits can be realized.
One problem with interim restrictions tbat provide benetits tor
some period ot years is that the next set ot rules bas to be more
restrictive if continuing benefits are to occur. Tbis pbenomenon
is sbowing up in tbe mainland snapper/grouper tisheries. The
Gulf of Mexico and Soutb Atlantic Fishery Mangement Councils have
FHP's for tbese fisberies, and are in tbe process ot formulating
more restrictive rules.
Alternatives involving limited entry, limited access or limited
effort have been widely discussed for Caribbean fisheries for a
number of years. These alternatives should be considered tor
adoption. with the exception of marine reserves, tbere are no
other long term management approaches associated with overfisbing
in shallow-water reeffish environments. The concept of limited
entry bas a bost of socio-political obstacles. This probably
accounts for tbe reason of why limited entry programs have been
difficult to implement. Tbere are some useful features ot
limited entry beyond resolving the problems associated with an
ever-increasing level of total fisbing effort. In general, the
cost of management could be reduced if tbe limited entry program
is less cumbersome tban a host of individual restrictive measures
on various gears, areas, individuals, etc. The potential of
simpler, less costly and more effective enforcement may be one of
tbe more attractive features.
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SUMMARY OF NE'l' ECONOMIC BBNBFI'r FROM PRBFENNBD AND AL'l'BRNATIVE HEASURES
PRODUCER
PREFERRED MEASURES SURPLUS

CONSUMER
SURPLUS

RECREA'l'IONAL ADMIN.
SURPLUS
COSTS l

NET ECONOMIC
BENEFITS

Closure

Small
Positive
Small
Positive

Small
Small
Positive Positive
Small
Small
positive Positive

Small
Positive2
Positive 3

ing Closure

Positive

positive

Positive

Positive 4

; Preferred Measures
As a Unit

Positive

Positive

positive

:t. 'l'rap Mesh Size
2. Nassau Grouper
3. Red Hind spawn-

Fairly
Large

Uncertain 5

Small

Negative 6

Costly

Uncertain 7

ALTERNATIVE MEASURES
:t.

No' Action

2.

Preferred
Measures with'
More Red Hind
Area Closures

0

Positive

0

0

Positive

positive

1 Costs will not be estimated for individual measures, but
dollars will be shown for sets of measures when the cost estimates
are made.

2 Assumes that measures are interim (see text).
3 'l'his conclusion depends on resource recovery within a
reasonable amount of time (see text).
,4 'l'his measure appears to have a net economic benefi t which is
more certain than the effects from other preferred measures.
.

"

5 'l'he overall o~'tcome of the combined effect of the preferred
set of measures depends beavily on the cost and effectiveness of
law enforcement.
6 No action provides no benefits but some government costs are
associated with a determination of no action.
7 'l'his set of alternative measures which includes trap mesh
size, Nassau grouper closure and. additional red hind spawning area
closures bas potentially larger net economic benefits than the
preferred set of measures (see text).
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G SHALL BUSINESS CONSIDBRXl'IONS
Determination of Sianificant ImPact on a Substantial Number of
Small Entities: ~he proposed action will affect most of the
1500-2000 small business entities involved in the Shallow-Water
Reeffish Fishery, so the ·substantial number- criterion will be
met.
All the measures combined should result in a temporary
reduction in gross revenues by more than five percent, so there
is also a ·significant impact- on the small busjness entities.
~herefore, an Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA) is
required. A Regulatory Impact Review (RIR) was done to satisfy
the requirements of E.O. 12291 and the results of that analysis
apply for the purposes of the IRFA since all the firms involved
are small business entities. ~herefore, most of this IRFA will
consist of references to the RIR. Other information required for
the IRFA is contained either in the Fishery Management Plan or in
the amendment and will be referenced as appropriate.
Explanation of Why the Action is Being considered:
statement of problems in Sec. IV, B.

Refer to the

Objectives and Legal Basis tor the Bule: Refer to Section IV, C
for a statement of objectives. ~he Magnuson Fishery Conservation
and Management Act of 1976 provides the legal basis for the rul~.
Identification of Alternatives:
Demographic Analysis:

Refer to Sec. IV, D,F.

Refer Section 8.4 and 8.7 in the FMP.

~here are several ethnic and cultural groups'among residents that
utilize the resources of the management unit; West Indians,
Puerto Ricans, continental North Americans; various groups of
Europeans, Asians, and Latin Americans •

. ~he "Comprehensive Puerto Rico Fishery Census, 1988," publisbed
by CODREMAR, found that of 1,731 fishermen interviewed:
51 percent were full-time fishermen,
• 40 percent are members of associations or groups,
• 46 percent fish on the insular platform,
• 44 percent sell their catch directly to the public
and 53 perpent clean the catch before selling it,
.' • 60 percent own their own fishing gear, and
• 72 percent consider fishing to be worse than in
previous years; man-made changes, natural changes and
overfishing were rated are major contributors.
; Major commercial fishing gears are the fish pot
(46\), the hand line (8\) and the bottom line (8\).
1,107 fishing craft were reported by interviewed
fishermen; 52 percent were -yolas,- 34 percent -botes"
and 13 percent were -lanchas.• About half of the fishing crafts reported were from
16 to 18 feet in length.
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• 45 percent of all reported fishing craft are homemade
of wood and resin; 25 percent of wood and fiberglass
and 29 percent of fiberglass •
• 51 percent of all fishermen own their fishing crafts.

cost Analysis: Refer to Sec. IV, E, and table SUHHARY OF NE'!'
ECONOHIC BENEFI'!' FROH PREFERRED AND AL'!'ERNA'I'IVE MEASURES.
competitive Effects Analysis: 2'he industry
of small businesses (harvesters, processors
operations). Since no large businesses are
no disproportional small vs. large business

is composed entirely
and charter boat
involved, there are
effects.

Identification of Oyerlaeping Regulations: 2'he proposed
amendment does not create overlapping regulations with any state
regulations or other federal laws. Refer to the original FHP and
the amendment to the FHP.
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Qverfisbing Definition

A reeffish stock or stock complex is overfished when it is below
the level of 20 percent of the spawning stock biomass per recruit
that would occur in the absence of fishing.
When a reeffish stock or stock complex is overfished, overfishing
is defined as harvesting at a rate that is not consistent with a
program that has been established to rebuild the stock or stock
complex to the 20 percent spawning stock biomass per recruit
level.
When a reeffish stockor'stock complex is not over.fished;
over.fishing is defined as a harvesting rate that if continued
would lead to a state of the stock or stock complex that would
not at least allow a harvest of OY on a continuing basis.
Rationale and the ApProach to Measuring Qyerfishing
When a stock is being fished, the potential that an individual
will reproduce itself is indicated by the amount of reproductjve
products it can produce over its lifetime, discounted by the
chance that it will die from natural causes (natural mortality
rate) and due to fishing (fishing mortality rate). When the
level of reproduction at given rates of fishing is compared to
the case when there is n2fishing, then there is a ratio that
indicates the increased stress placed upon a population of these
individuals in order to maintain itself. ~his ratio is called
spawning stock biomass per recruit (SSBR) and can be used to
measure the reproductive potential of a stock of fish and the
reduction o.f that potential in the face of fjshing (Goodyear,
~989)

•

It remains 'to specify what the wadequate w level of spawning
potential is. ~he spawning potential should be big enough such
that large, long-term reductions in recruitment and the resultant
reduction in yields in the fishery are avoided. Empirical
evaluations by Gabriel ~ ~ (1984) for temperate marine
groundfish fisheries in the North Atlantic indicated that
observed recruitment-collapses of stocks tended to occur when the
SSBR of those stocks was between 20 and 40 percent.
One of the species for which there is sufficient data to
establisb the SSBR is the red snapper of the GUlf of Mexico. A
SSBR of 20 percent was chosen for this species stock as the
target level for recovery from excessive fishing. Since, the
fish stocks of concern in the Shallow~ater Reeffish FHP are
dominated by snappers and .fishes of similar life histories as the
GUlf of Mexico red snapper, a similar response o.f SSBR to fishing
is also expected. ~herefore, the definition of overfishing for
this FHP establishes 20 percent SSBR as the criterion. Note that
maintaining a 20 percent SSBR dpes not guarantee that there will
nQt be a subsequent decline in recruitment. Nor does a 30
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percent or 40 percent guarantee it will not occur or that 19
percent'will guarantee it will. Selection of a higher criterion
will reduce the risk that recruitment-collapse might occur.
However, initial evidence indicates that chances of low
recruitment when 20 percent SSBR is maintained are not large.
Alternative procedures for evaluating the status of the Shallowwater Reeffish stocks relative to overfishing will be developed
to allow for the traditional problems of data collection and
insufficient detailed time series. Relative catch rates will be
examined for the individual times and locations in which they
have been collected and compared to present or recent locales.
Limited species composition data of the catches will be studied
to indicate shifts in the species abundance and/or availability.
The size/age data that 14 available will also be examined.
Reductions in catch rates are indicative of reduction of the
overall resource levels. If the catch rate of a single species
is less than 20 percent of what it was during some previous time
period, then it would be likely that the SSBR would be less than
20 percent in most fisheries. However, if the catch rate
'
includes multiple species and/or the initial catch rate was
measured in a period of significant exploitation, then reductions
of ~ than 80 percent could be occurring when an individual'
species SSBR is less than 20 percent. A scientific evaluation of
the above data ,by a panel of expert biologists will be employed
to make findings as to the likelihood that specified stocks are
above or below the criterion.
"
Because of the nature of the data bases available, these
determinations will be imprecise. Therefore, management
decisions should take into account the lack of precision if
overfishing cases are to be avoided.
VI

Environmental' Consequences

The actions proposed in this amendment will have no significant
impact on the physical environment.
The effects of these actions is to permit a greater degree of
escapement of juveniles in the reeffish t~shery and adults of
small size species and to reduce mortality of red hind while they
are spawning at a particular site. The actions are geared
towards promoting, maintaining and restoring the spawning stocks.
The actions will have short-term and, long-term benefits on the
resources, because statistics tor both the reeffish and the red
hind fisheries, show a decrease in catch per unit of effort. ~he
proposed actions are directed towards reversing this trend.

,

There will be a short-term adverse impact on the human
environment, especially on the part-time fishermen and the trap
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fishermen who fish in the identified spawning area of the red
hind. This activity will be eliminated or limited during three
months of the year. This negative impact is, nonetheless,
overshadowed by the long-term benefit which assures that the
stock will not collapse and will result in increased productivity
and yield from the resource, with the associated economic
benefits.
VII

Belationships of the ReCQ!!Il!!ended Keasures to Irlsting
J\ppl1cakle LlJWS ODd Pol1cies
.

Coastal Zone Management J\ct (Consistenqy Determination!
Section 307(c)(l) of the Federal Coastal Zone Kanagement Act of·
1972 requires that all federal activities which directly affect
the coastal zone be consistent with approved State coastal zone
management programs to the maximum extent practicable.
The Amendment of the FMP was made available to the agencies
responsible for administering the CZMP in Puerto Rico and the.
u.S. virgin Islands. Final determination of consistency by both
governments is included in Appendix C.
Federalism Statement
No Federalism issues have been identified relative to the actions
proposed in this amendment and associated regulations. 'The
affected States have been closely involved in developing the
proposed management measures and the principal State officials
responsible for fisheries management in their respective states
have not expressed federalism related opposition to adoption of
this amendment.
Weather/Vessel safety Act
Amendment by P.L. 99-659 to the Magnuson Act requires that a
fishery management plan or amendment must consider, and may
provide for, temporary adjustment (after conSUltation with the
Coast Guard and persons utilizing the fishery) regarding access
to the fishery for vessels otherwise prevented from harvesting
because of weather or other ocean conditions affecting the safety
of the vE!ssels. . ' .
.
..
.
No vessel will be forced to participate in the fishery under
adverse weather or ocean conditions as a result of the imposition
of the management regulations set forth in Amendment l.
Therefore, no management adjustments for fishery access will be
provided.
There are no fishery conditions or management measures or
regulations contained in this amendment that would result in the
loss of harvesting opportunity because of the crew and vessel
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,

safety effects of adverse weather or ocean conditions. ~here are
no procedures for making management adjustments in the amendment
due to vessel safety problems because no person will be precluded
from a fair or equitable harvesting opportunity by the management
measures set forth.
Endangered

~cies

Act and Morine Mommal Protection Act

~he proposed actions have no anticipated impac~ on threatened or
endangered species or on marine mammals. A section 7
consultation was condu9ted for the original FMP and it was
determined the FMP was not likely to jeopardize the continued
existence ot threatened or endangered animals or result in tbe
destruction or adverse modification of babitat tbat may be
critical to tbose species; tbis amendment proposes no cbanges to
tbe FMP relative to species .included .in tbe Endangered Species
Act or tbe Marine Mammal Protection Act.

Fa perwork

Reduction Act

purpose of tbe Paperwork Reduction Act is to control
paperwork requirements .imposed on the public by the federal
government. ~he autbority to manage information collection and
record keeping requirements .is vested witb tbe Director of the
Office of Management and Budget. Tbis authority encompasses
establisbment of guidelines and policies, approval of information
collection requests, and reduction of paperwork burdens and
duplications.
~he

No information requirements under this amendment are subject to
tbe PRA. Socio-economic information will be collected tbrough
existing state/federal cooperative programs.
VIII Conclusions
Mitigating Measures Related to the Proposed Action
No significant environmental impacts are expected, tberefore, no
mitigating actions are proposed.
Unavoidable Adyerse Effegts

-.

Some adults of tbe smaller, less valuable species as well as some
juveniles of tbe larger species will cont.inue to be killed,
because even the 2- mesb size will be too small for tbeir
escapement.
Witb respect to tbe red bind closure, f.isbermen will be
prohibited from catcbing otber species tbat are found .in tbe red
hind spawning sites, tberefore, tbey w.ill be loosing income
derived from red bind as well as from any otber species tbat can
be caught in this site during three months.
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Relationship Between Local. Short-term Use of the Resources and
Enhancement of Long-term Prodyctiyity
'l'he 2" lIlesh size ",ill permit the escapement of some fish
presently caught in fish traps ",ith sm~ller mesh size ",hich "'ill
have a short-term negative impact on the yield per trap, in terms
of number of fish. HOIIfever, on a long-term basis, .the fishermen
"'ill benefit from larger fish ",ith gre~ter market value.
Irreversible

or Irretrieyable Commitment of Resources

None.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Having revie",ed the environmental assessment and available
information related to the proposed action, I have· determined
that there ",ill be no significant environmental impact resulting
from the proposed actions.

Approved: _______-=~~-------'l'.:Ltle

Date

RESpoNSIBLE AGENCIES
Caribbean Fishery Management Council
Suite 1108, Banco de Ponce Bldg.
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00918
(809) 766-5926

LIS'l' OF AGENCIES AND PERSONS CONSUL'l'ED
Caribbean Fisbery Management Council
- 'l'ask 'l'eam for Sballow-Water Reettish FMP
- Scientific and Statistical committee
- Advisory Panel
National Marine Fisheries Service
- southeast Regional Office
- southeast Fishery Center
LIS'I' OF PBEPAREBS

Caribbean Fishery Management Council
- Miguel Rolon, Executive Director
- Sandra M. Laureano, Special Assistant to the
Executive Director
- Stephen Meyers, Fishery Statistician
- Richard Appeldoorn,Fishery Biologist
- Manuel Vald~s Pizzini, Social Anthropologist
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southeast Regional Office, NHFS
- Bill Turner, Chief, Fisheries operations Branch
- Richard C. Raulerson, Chief-Economics Vnit
Southeast Fishery Center, NMFS
- James L. Bohnsack, Fishery Biologist (Research)
- Joseph E. Powers, Director Miami Laboratory
lPCA'l'IONSAND DATES OF PUBLIC BENUllGS

First Round of Bearings
st. Croix, V.S.V.I.
st. ~homas, U.S.V.I.
Cabo Rojo, P.R.
Ponce, P.R.
Fajardo, P.R.

April 5, 1989
April 6, 1989
April 18, 1989
April 19, 1989
April 20, 1989·

Second Round ot Hearings 2
st. Croix, U.S.V.I.
st. ~bomas, U.S.V.I.

June 26, 1989
June 27, 1989

2 A second round of public hearings were held in st. Croix
and st. ~homas due to changes in the management measures proposed.
Appendix D includes summaries ot comments received at the public
hearings as well as the written statements sent to the Council
office.
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PRQCEOOBES FOR ADJUSTING IWlAGEHEll'l' lfBASVRES

A rinal rule revising the guidelines ror rishery management plans
was published on July 24, 1989, and became errective August 23,
1989. Section 602.12 (e) or the guidelines describes a stock
Assessment and Fishery Evaluation (SAFB) ~eport. that is used by
the Councils to evaluate the success of management programs
implemented for .achF~P. ~he SAFB report should summarize the
biological condition of species in the management unit, contain
information on the social and economic condition of the rishery,
and provide information needed to determine harvest
specifications. Bach SAFB report should be updated periodically
as new information becomes available, and reviewed annually by
the Councils or as significant changes occur in the fishery.
~be SAFE report serves as the basis for making adjustments in the
management program implemented under the FHP. For tbe Sballowwater Reeffish FHP, the Scientific and statistical Committee will
review the SAFE report annually, and revise it as new data
becomes available. Based upon its interpretation of the
condition of the fishery, the Committee will evaluate
alternatives ror adjusting tbe management program and present
them to the Council for consideration and action. ~be Council
will conduct one or more public bearings, depending on tbe nature
of the proposed adjustments, prior to taking final action. For
adjusting measures within the regulatory scope of the FHP, a
regulatory amendment, consisting of a regulatory impact review,
environmental assessment, and a proposed rule, will be prepared
for submission to the Regional Director. Atter reviewing the
proposed regulatory adjustment for consistency with the Hagnuson
Act, other applicable law, and the objectives of the FHP, the
Regional Director will forward tbe proposed rule for pUblication
in the Federal Register. ~be proposed rule will describe the
proposed changers) and make the supporting documents available
for public review arid comment. Atter a 30-day comment period,
public input will be addressed by the Council and Regional
Director and a final rule prepared ror publication. In addition
to overfished conditions of a resource, other concerns may .
trigger ~he adjustments of management measures. ~hese concerns
may involve new gear introductions that might damage overfished
resources, environmental disasters, etc.

Adjustments that may be made by this procedure include size
limits, closed seasons or areas, and rish trap mesh size, and tbe
level of SSBR necessary to rebuild an overrished stock.
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4.2

Description of habitat of the stock's! comprising the
management unit.

~his management plan covers inhabited and uninhabited islands in

Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands (USVI). ~he principal
islands are: Puerto Rico, CUlebra, Vieques, Hona, Honito, Desecheo
and CUlebrita. Puerto Rico has about 380 miles of coastline. ~he
USVI include St. ~homas, st. John, st. Croix and several
uninhabited smaller islands.
~hese islands. have a
combined
coastline of about 234 miles.
About thirty different bottom types are found around Puerto Rico
and about fifty around the USVI (CFHC, 1984). ~he bottom types
vary with depth as shown in ~able 4.1 and consist of combinations
of gravel, rock, sand, mud, and Clay. Hany of ~he hard bottom
areas consist of coral and non-coral reefs. Nearshore, coral reefs
are common. Inshore of the reefs the dominant tidal wetlands are
sea grasses and mangroves (~able 4.2).
Acting together these
coastal areas provide food, habitat, and water quality maintenance
fUnctions that support the areas important fisheries.
~he wetland habitats (i.e., mangroves) interact
to protect each
other. ~he reef are efficient wave energy dissipators and provide
the shelter required for establishment of seagrass and mangrove
habitats.
Hangrove fringes trap fine sediments that would
otherwise be carried into reef areas.
Seagrasses bind and
stabilize the sediments that could otherwise damage the reefs.
Seagrass beds and reefs are also important sediment sources in
these areas where external sediment inputs are very small (Cintron,
1987).
'

In view of the importance of reefs, seagrasses, and mangroves for
fisheries production, the following habitat descriptions are
provided:
Reefs
Coral reefs are among the most productive and diverse tropical
marine habitats. Although highly productive, they develop best in
shallow, well-lighted tropical waters which are usually poor in
nutrients such as nitrates, ammonia and phosphates. Coral reef
environments have among the highest rate of photosynthetic carbon
fixation, nitrogen fixation, and limestone deposition of any
ecosystem (Goureau et al., 1959).

1

'rable 4.1
SUHHARY Of Tilt FRtQUENCY nlSTRIBUTION
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TABLE 4.2
Areal Ertent (in hectares) of Harine Biotopes for
Coastal Areas of Puerto Rico and the f].S. Virgin Islands 1
Vieques
Lagoons

CUlebra

1,295

68

395
686

345
161

Deep sand
Shallow seagrasses

6,440

2,179
125

Shallow coral reefs
Deeper seagrasses
and coral assembleages

1,669

Mangroves
Shallow sand

378

st.
Thomas

st.
John

2,069
3,580
7,327

512

616

5,102

597

418

21,838

669

Other coral reef areas
Ree:f-:flat areas
Fringing ree:fs
Other reef areas
Inshore water
Turbid water
Shel:f water

P.R. 2

3,230
377

436
316

1,906

Cloud and cloud
shadows

~--

409
33,595
245
99,272

..

---

6,637

2,247

The ecological importance of coral reefs is well documented
(Goenaga and Cintron, 1979). Many fish species and crustaceans o:f
commercial and recreational value depend on coral ree:fs during some
or all their life stages. They provide a buffer against shoreline
erosion and influence the deposition and maintenance of sand on the
beaches which they protect. The sand in these beaches originates
principally from the reefs.
1 This table is iii summary of information presented in
"Thematic Mapping of the Coastal Marine Environments of Puerto Rico
and the u.S. Virgin Islands" by Roy A. Armstrong.

Rico.

2 These numbers correspond only to the main island of Puerto
'
3

Sea grasses
Important sea grasses of tbe Caribbean Region include turtlegrass
(Thalassia testudinum), shoal grass (Halodule wrightii), manatee
grass (Syringodium [iliforme), Halophila baillonis, and Halophila
engelmanni.
'1:'urtlegrass, however, is the most abundant in the
coastal waters of the GUlf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea (Buesa,
1974).
These plants grow on sand or mud bottoms, from the
shoreline to depths of 20 to 30 feet, depending on the species and
sunlight penetration (Stephens, 1966). In tbe Clear waters of tbe
USVI, turtlegrass beds have been found at deptbs of 43 feet (Randall, 1965).
.
Sea grass leaves are the primary food source for a variety of organisms tbat include some fish, sirenians, turtles, sea urchins,
gastropods, ampbipods and other invertebrates. Tbegreat number of
species that feed on seagrass leaves or their epiphytes, make them
a unique and important resource (ogden, 1976). '1:'urtlegrass leaves
provide a substrate for more than 100 species of algae. Other organisms (crustaceans, hydrozoans, snails) live on the blades. ,The
beds themselves provide shelter and nursery grounds for larvae and
juveniles of several fish and invertebrate species such as grunts,
wrasses, parrotfish and snappers and conch (stephens, 1966). More
than one hundred species are known to rely on turtlegrass beds for
protection and food (Croz et al., 1975).
Seagrass meadows are important in controlling and reducing erosion
they trap and consolidate bottom sediments with their extensive
root and rhizome network. They also accumUlate organic matter that
is, in turn, utilized by resident species.
Mangroves
Mangroves inhabit low energy intertidal areas in Puerto Rico and
the USVI (Cintron, 1987). The four species found here are the red
mangrove (Rhizopbora mangle), black mangrove (Avicennia germinans),
white mangrove (Laguncularia racemosa), and buttonwood (Conocarpus
erecta).
In general, mangroves form fairly uniform forests
dominated by a single species. In some instances all four species
may be present in a location and segregate among themselves and
otber wetland plants based on as elevation, and substrate
suitabili~y, salinity, availability of sediments and nutrients, and
seed source availability. Mangrove forests are higbly productive
and support complex assemblages of marine plants and animals.
Important inhabitant of mangrove wetlands are: invertebrates,
sponges, crabs, tunicates, bivalves (oysters), and lobsters; fish,
grunts, snappers, parrotfish, barracuda, eels, surgeonfisb,
doctorfish, tangs; algae, many species of red and green algae.
A significant amount of the plan~s' net production is incorporated
into woody tissues, roots, leaf tissues and fruit. Part of this
4

productivity is exported as detrital material and eventually enters
the marine food web. In mangrove areas where access to fish and
invertebrates is available, considerable nursery and forage habitat
is provided. Hassive juvenile mullet and shrimp migrations into
and out of mangroves are well known.
"hese migrations link
mangroves directly to other coastal systems such as coral reefs,
and seagrass beds.
4.2.~.

Habitat condition.

All of Puerto Rico's nearshore fringing reefs have been impacted
adversely to some degree by man's actions, increased sedimentation,
raw sewage discharges, marina construction, sand extraction, and
thermal water discharges are characteristics of the activities
known to damage reefs (Hap 4.~).
Overall the nearshore area is in good condition, but local problem.
areas exist. For example, water quality may be reduced in areas
affected by the river plumes.
Local disturbances occur in
association with coastal development and dredged material disposal.
"he U.S. Virgin Islands nearshore reefs have been degraded during
recent decades due to sedimentation, boat groundings, storm damage
and overfishing. "he seagrass beds have been reduced in size due
to anchor damage from ever increasing boat activity.
"he estuarine nursery areas appear to be the most impacted of the
habitats used by fishery resources.
Natural and man-induced
alterations of this fragile environment have altered freshwater
inflow and removed much of .the area that' would be considered
suitable habitat. The amount of remaining wetlands suitable for
fishery production has not been quantified; however, Alexander
et ala (1986) estimate that for the last 25 years, coastal wetlands
in the coterminous united states have been depleted at an average
rate of 20,000 acres per year.
Estuaries have been among the areas most impacted by water quality
degradation.
Al though numerous reports and publications exist
(e.g., NOAA, 1987), a complete list of chemical contaminants, their
concentrations, or effects is not available.
A comprehensive
inventory assessing .the seriousness of pollution of Puerto Rico and
the USVI's estuaries is needed. In st. "homas, Hangrove Lagoon
receives approximately 170,000 gpd of -treated sewage" which has
diminished its capacity of acting as a nursery ground for different
species. Similar problems exist in other areas such as Red Hook.
4.2.1.1 - Habitats of particular concern (HPC) are those which
are essential to the life cycle of important species. Since Puerto
Rico and the USVI estuaries are important to many fishery species,
particularly as nursery grounds, we are generically identifying
them as HPCs. Nearshore reefs a.pd other hard bottom areas also are
considered HPCs because of their fishery value. A great deal of
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Map 4.1
CONTAMINATION SOURCES OF COASTAL WATERS
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Source: Neftalf Garcfa Martfnez, Ph.D.
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life history work needs to be done in order to adequately identify
HPCs.
4.2.1.2 - Conditions that restrict cOlll1llercial and recreational
fish harvest presently do not exist. stout (1980), has found low
levels of DDT, PCB, endrin, and dieldrin organochlorines in fish
such as red and black grouper, gag, and red snapper. Should high
levels of contaminants be found in fishery resources around the
Islands, the edibility as well as marketability of fishery
resources could be affected adversely.

the northern part of the Caribbean has had a serious
problem with ciguatera poisioning. J
Caused by a tiny benthic
dinoflagellate organism, ciguatera is widespread in a tropical belt
extending worldwide between latitudes 35 degrees North and 35
degrees south.
CUriously, occurrence of poisonings is highly
variable. Fish on one side of an island have been found to be
toxic, while those caught on the other side of the same island are
often harmless.
Scientists believe that the poison-producing
organisms routinely exist in the world's coral reefs but multiply
when the environment is disturbed.
~raditionally

In the U.S. Virgin Islands and PUerto Rico, some species of fish
are more likely to be ciguatoxic than others. As a family, the
carangids or jacks contain the most species prone to ciguater~,
.they are followed by the snappers and groupers. (For further
information see Section 6.4 in the Fishery Management Plan for the
Shallow-Water Reeffish Fishery of PUerto Rico and the U.s. Virgin
Islands)
4.2.2

Habitat threats.

A direct quantitative relationship between fishery production and
habitat has not been developed for the habitats addressed in this
document. Accordingly, the degree that habitat alterations have
. affected fishery production is unknown. ~rner and Boesch (1987)
assembled and examined the relationship between wetland abundance
and the yield of fishery species dependent on coastal bays and
estuaries.
Natural Factors
Factors affecting habitat quantity and quality in the Islands are
discussed below.
J A survey of the emergency room records of 10 hospitals in
five areas of PUerto Rico from 1980-1982 disclosed 122 apparent
ciguatera cases involving 212 individuals. Assuming that these
records represented 10-15 percent of the total number of cases
during this period, an estimate of 8-11 cases per 10,000 residents
per year was calculated (Escalona
, de Motta, et. al., 1986).

7

Flooding
Although the southern part of the island of Puerto Rico receives
less rainfall than northern or eastern lLreas, the coral reefs
located in the south lLre affected to a llLrger extent by flooding
and runoff. Heavy rainfall coupled with inadequate preplLration of
construction sites (poor soil conservation practices) lLre the
reasons why llLrge amounts of silt and fine particles are
transported towards the coast where the accumulation on reefs,
mangroves and seagrasses may cause severe damage to the ecosystem.
Erosion
Erosion is the transport of sediment from one place to another.
Although a certain degree of erosion is natural, severe erosion may
resul t from large-scale disturbances of the earths top layers.
Island erosion is exacerbated by the short distances between
interior and the coastal lLreas.
Tropical Disturbances
The passage of storms and hurricanes through mangroves, coral reefs
and seagrasses can cause uprooting, defoliation, and deposition of
sediment and other materials. This stress can eliminate vegetation
from some lLreas.
For mangroves, rapid re-establishment. by
seedlings occurs on sui table habitats. Seagrasses may recover
quickly if damage is slight and the substrate has not been severely
altered.
Some storms may benefit mangroves by removing
accumulations of materials that choke drainage ways a~ by
reopening salt ponds.
They alsQ are, important in the
redistribution of accumulated materials. The impact on coral reefs
depends on the intensity of the storm and on the distance from its
center.
Hypersalinity
Hypersalinity affects mainly mangroves. The accumulation of high
sal t concentrations through evaporation is a chronic natural
stressor in dry areas.
When evaporation exceeds rainfall
throughout the year, tidal action and evaporation accumulate salt
in certain lLreas of the forest.
Eventually the soil salinity
increases beyond the,tolerance of the mangroves and a barren zone
develops: Mangrove coverage in these areas is unstable, with
coverage fluctuating between expansion following storms or a
succession of very wet years, and contraction triggered by drought
or silting of drainage ways. During different periods, an area may
undergo several changes and subsequently provide food and other
benefits to resident and migratory species.
Reef Diseases
Reef corals in the Islands are a!fected by diseases such as black,
8

and white band diseases and bleaching.
White band disease is
serious in areas such as Buck Island in st. Croix where it is
widespread and significant. Black band disease is more limited in
its occurence and has little overall effect.
!l'he bleaching
occurrences are intermittent and of minor effect in the u.s. Virgin
Islands.
Human-related Factors
!l'he amount and rate of human-induced wetland losses have not been
quantified. !l'heselosses are controlled by state and/or federal
regulatory agencies. ·!l'he Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
for example, has the responsibility to regulate wastewater
discharges and the Corps of Engineers (COE) manages a program that
regulates physical wetland alterations (dredging,
filling,
impounding, etc.).
!l'he .amount of fishery habitat affected by
EPA's program is unknown, but data on the effect of the' COE's
regulatory program in the Southeast are available. !l'he National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) tracked habitat alterations
involved in 7,408 water development projects proposed between 19811987. Almost 300,000 acres of wetland losses were proposed in. the
southeast, including the Islands (Mager and Ruebsamen, 1988). !l'his
provides an indication of the significance of the COE's program
and the potential cumulative nature of wetland losses.
Water quality degradation also is a threat to fishery habitat.
!l'his results from the discharge of petrochemicals, sewage, heavy
metals, and other chemicals in industrial and chemical wastes and
from non-point-source discharges such as from septic tanks and
parking lots.
Urban and agricultural runoff can be laden" with
toxic substances such as petrochemicals, pesticides, heavy metals,
and herbicides. !l'he aerial spraying of large areas for mosquito
control results in the addition of pesticides to estuarine waters.
!l'hese pesticides are extremely toxic to larval aquatic organisms.
!l'hermal effluent from steam and nuclear generating facilities using
"once-through" cooling can raise the temperature of estuarine
waters making them less suitable or uninhabitable, especially
during summer (L6pez, 1979). !l'he discharge of sewage also can
create problems for the organisms that reside in the estuaries
where the discharge occurs.
Offshore species, may be affected adversely due to the discharge of
petroleum products. 'Malins (1982) reviewed laboratory experiments
describing the deleterious effects of petroleum fractions 0 fish.
Grizzle (1981) and Pierce et al. (1980) have documented that wild
fish have been injured by petroleum pollutants. Grizzle (1983)
suggested that larger liver weights in fish collected in the
Vicinity of oil and gas production platforms versus control reefs
could have been caused by increased toxicant levels near the
platforms. He also suspected that severe gill lamella epithelium
hyperplasia and edema in red snapper, vermilion snapper, wenchman,
sash flounder, and creole fish ,were caused by toxicants near the
9

platforms.
and their
platfonps.

These types of lesions are consistent with toxicosis
prevalence and severity increased near drilling

The destruction of reefs (natural and man-made) or other hard
bottom areas al~o may prove deleterious to the species that use
these habitats.
Human impacts on reef habitat result from
activities such as pollution, dredging and treasure salvage, boat
anchor damage, fishing and diving related perturbations, and
petroleum hydrocarbon discharges (Jaap, 1984) •.
According to Lindall et al. (1979) the major man-induced activities
that impact environmental gradients in the estuarine zone are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
s.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

construction and maintenance of navigation channels;
discharges from wastewater plants and industries;
dredge and fill for land use development;
agricultural runoff;
ditching, draining, or impounding wetlands;
oil spills;
thermal' discharges;
mining, particularly for phosphate, and petroleum; .
entrainment and impingement from electric power plants;
dams;
marinas;
alteration of freshwater inflows to estuaries;
saltwater intrusion; and
non-point-source discharges of contaminants.

Marinas bring recreational boat traffic, henc/il the shallow water of
estuaries, the extremly soft sediments, and the turbulence caused
by outboard motors (especially when operated at high speeds)
results in highly turbid waters which transport sediment to reef
areas.
All of the Island's estuaries have been impacted to some degree by
one or more of the above activities. The more significant
man-induced impacts to the coastal areas around the islands are
described below (Map 4.1).
Sedimentation

and

Sediment· resulting from erosion·
runoff inevitably causes
damage to coastal waters.
Erosion from agricul tural and
development practices in coastal areas is a principal factor.
Sedimentation is increased by unsuitable agricultural practices,
overgrazing of rangeland, and indiscriminate deforestation, all of
which help remove the leafy humus base that protects the soil.
Rapid urban development in lIIany parts of the islands has also
caused major erosion and sedimentation; improper cutting and
grading practices at construction sites accelerate erosion, as do
poor sloping and lack of revegetation on cuts, fills, and ditches.
10

Sedimentation affects coral abundance, growth and distribution.
wether natural or man-induced, it is detrimental to corals (Dodge
and Vaisnys, 1977). Although most corals have effective means of
shedding sediments which have fallen on their tissues,
sedimentation and turbidity will decrease available light which is
needed for photosynthetic fixation of calcium carbonate (Lasker,
1980) •

In addition to turbidity increases, sedimentation may adversely
affect reef corals by smothering, increasing energy expenditure in
particle rejection, and increasing potential for bacterial
infection. Abrasion, creation of conditions unsuitable for larval
settlement, alteration of feeding habits, alteration· of food
supplies such as plankton, and alteration of species composition on
reefs may also occur.
With increased sedimentation and turbidity, mangroves are degraded
through the loss of floral and faunal communities found on the prop
roots, this in turn, reduces habitat quality for juvenile fish.
Seagrasses are similarly affected by reduced light transmission
that is needed for photosynthesis and increased epiphytic
colonization. Because they are an important food source for conch,
turtles and other species, loss of seagrasses will severely impact
the life cycles of these species.
Sewage Disposal
Nutrient enrichment (eutrophication) seriously stresses wetlands
and associated fauna. Pollution by fecal bacteria and viral agents
also pose serious health hazards. commercially valuable species
may become vectors of serious water borne diseases and toxic
SUbstances which can be incorporated into the food web. Nutrient
enrichment of coastal waters, mainly by the dumping of poorly
treated water or raw sewage directly into.the ocean or into rivers
and creeks, stresses mangroves and seagrass and/or their associated
biota. Coral reefs, however, can be the most seriously impacted.
High nutrient concentrations stimUlate high phytoplankton
production as well as high benthic algae production (Birkeland,
1977). This will favor the establishment of organisms that compete
with or damage corals (such as burrowing bivalves and boring algae
and sponges). High~ecruitment by benthic algae would reduce the
substrate available for coral larvae settlement and may result in
the young corals being overgrown (Birkeland, 1977). Heavy metal
accumUlations in sediment and reef biota near population centers
also have been noted (Hanker, 1975).
Disposal of wastes may
further create local problems.
Qil Pollution

The most common sources of oil contamination of coastal waters are
marinas, refineries, bilge pumping, deballasting of tankers, ship
11

accidents, and vessel operations. During ~975, some 150 oil spills
occurred in Puerto Rican waters. Hajor spills occurred in 1969,
when the tanker Ocean Eagle broke up in San Juan Bay, and in 1974
when the Zocolocotronis ran aground off the south coast.
Damage caused by oil spills depends on the quantity and type of
oil, the degree to which it has been refined, wind and wave
conditions, and the location of the spill. 2'he most serious damage
normally occurs in near-shore waters and enclosed bays and
estuaries.
Hangroves are extremely sensitive to oil pollution. Oil fouls the
intertidal root region where ga~, exchange takes place. A heavy
coating of oil always leads to death (Cintron, 1987). In addition
to the mechanical damage caused by coating, oil may be toxic and
poisonous to tbe trees. Since tbe toxic fractions .come in contact
with the roots, where vital functions take place, toxic products
cause rapid mortality. Residual amounts of the spilled product may
remain trapped in the sediment for long periods. As a result,
natural restoration may be very slow, if at all. 2'here are no
effective ways to clean oiled mangroves because efforts are labor
intensive, costly, and inefficient. Only protection by booming can
reduce damages. Effects of oil on reefs and seagrasses develop as
soluble components of oil become "balled" with sand and sink.
~

Channelization
Diversion of fresh water flows causes nutrient deprivation and
development of stressed, nutrient limited wetland vegetation.
Recovery is not possible and massive die-offs may occur unless the
fresh water source is restored. Both white and black mangrove
species are suceptible because of their high dependence on fresh
water flow.
Impoundment
Impoundments may occur when roads are built through wetlands and
provisions are not made to preserve water flows. In the Islands,
this practice commonly affects mangrove wetlands. Impounding may
cause water levels to rise, suffocating the trees. 2'he results of
impoundment is rapid because the tidal range is small and
evaporation is high:.
In some cases when dikes are abandoned,
partial recovery may occur. 2'he Salt River in st. Croix is an
example. On the other hand, Hartin Harrietta in st. Croix was
impounded and turned into a sedimentation basin; recolonization or
restoration of this area is not likely (Cintron, 1987).
Solid waste Disposal
Solid waste disposal is a major problem both in the Virgin Islands
and in Puerto Rico. Excessive waste disposal due to consumption
practices and limited land disROsal sites have lead to lax
12

practices. Not only are coastal areas used :tor the dumping o:t
wastes (domestic and industrial) but, as previously stated, the
limited size o:t the islands creates an inherent problem regarding
solid waste disposal.
4.2.3

Habitat in:tormation needs.

The vast majority o:t our highly-valued living marine resources
require heal thy environments.
Declines in
commercially and
recreationally important :tisheries may be attributed to
over-:tishing, loss o:t habitat, pollution, disease, environmental
alteration, and natural variability o:t the stocks.
Ef:tective
:tisheries management requires an improved understanding of these
factors.
.
..
A chie:t concern regarding living marine resources is the ef:tect of
human activities on :tishery productivity.
Research is needed
about the elements that are affecting energy :tlow within
ecosystems. This understanding of ecological processes can then be
combined with
in:tormation on the health, distribution, and
abundance o:t ecologically important organisms. By understanding
the ecology and status of fishery stocks, resource managers will
be better able to manage estuarine dependent living marine
resources.
The following research needs must be addressed in order :tor state,
federal, and private research efforts to develop measures needed
to better manage :tishery resources and their habitat:
1.

Identify optimum coastal habitat;

2. Identify environmental and habitat conditions that limit
production;
3. Focus more on li:te history studies that will define the
critical fisheries habitats :tor food, cover, spawning, nursery
areas, and migration routes;
4. ouantify the relationships between fishery production and
habitat (e.g., .what are the key trophic pathways in the ecosystem,
and how does the flux of essential nutrients, carbon compounds, and
energy through these systems inrluence :tisheries productivity?);

."

S. Determine the relative effects o:t :tishing, pollution, and
natural mortality on :tishery population dynamics. Also determine
the effects o:t cumUlative habitat loss on :tisheries productivity
and economic value; and
6.
Determine habitat o:t particular concern and means :tor
enhancing and/or maintaining critical habitats.
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4.2.4

Habitat conservation progrlUllS.

Involvement by federal and state agencies in habitat conservation
programs are noted as follows.
Office of Coastal gone Hanagel/l8nt (OCgH) , Harine Sanctuaries
ProgrlUll
(lISP), NOAA. 2'his progrlJ11l manages and funds the marine
sanctuaries program (MSP). On-site management and enforcement are
generally delegated to the states through special agreements.
Funding for research and management is arranged through grants.
2'his progrlJ11l was authorized under 2'itle III o! the Marine
Protection Research and sanctuaries Act (MPRSA) of 1972.
Its
purpose is to preserve 'or restore the conservation, recreational,
ecological, or aesthetic values of localized areas •••• as far
seaward as the outer edge of the continental shelf, ••• (and in)
other coastal waters whether the tide ebbs and flows •••• (MPRSA,
section 302a). In effect, the MSP is a coastal water counterpart
to the more familiar national park, forest, wildlife refuge, and
wilderness systems.
Site management and administrative
responsibility for a sanctuary may either be retained by OCZM or
delegated with necessary funding support to other appropriate
management units.
National Marine Fisheries Service. 2'he enactment of the Magnuson
Act provides for exclusive management of fisheries seaward of state
jurisdiction. 2'his includes both specific fishery stocks and their
habitat. 2'he.process for developing FMPs is highly complex. It
includes plan development by various procedures through fisheries
management councils. NMFS implements approved plans. 2'he -Coast
Guard (CG), NMFS, and some states -under, agreemellts, enforce
regulations implemented by FMPs. FMPs for shallOW water reef fish
and Caribbean spiny lobster are in effect.
National Park Service (NPS). National parks and monuments are
under the jurisdiction of NPS.
Management, enforcement, and
research are accomplished in house. 2'he system of national parks
and monuments operated by the NPS, in the broadest terms, preserve
for all times scenic beauty, wilderness, native wildlife,
indigenous plant life and areas of scientific significance and
antiquity (16 U.S.C. (1)).
2'he U.S. Virgin Islan.ds presently have two national parks; st. John
and Buck Island.
Minerals Managel/l8nt Service (HHS). 2'his agency has jurisdiction
over mineral and petroleum resources on tbe continental shel!. 2'he
MMS along with the U.S. Geological Survey is charged with
administering mineral exploration and development on the outer
continental Shelf (OCS), pursuant to the OCS Lands Act (OCSLA), as
amended in 1978 [43 U.S.C. (1331et seq.)]. 2'he MMS serves as the
administrative agency for leasing SUbmerged federal lands.
14

Fisb and wildlire service (PWS). FWS assists witb environmental
impact review, develops biological resource evaluations, and
administers tbe endangered species program with the NHFS. 2'be .FWS
also manages national reruges ror wildlire.
Geological survey (USGS). 2'be USGS conducts considerable researcb
in nearsbore areas and assists or cooperates witb otber
institutions and agencies to racilitate logistics and support ot
researcb.
2'be USGS also is cbarged witb supervising mineral
development operations on the OCS. 2'be USGS ensures oil company
compliance witb regulations and lease st.tpulations once a lease is
sold. 2'bis represent" a key management autbori tytor ensuring
protection ot nearsbore communities • . Altbougb tbese authorities
are not comprebensive,
tbey are signiricant because or tbe
widespread interest in cuz:rent OCS oil and gas dev~lopment and its
potential impacts.
coast GUard. 2'be 1978 waterways Safety Act cbarges tbe CG witb
marine environmental protection. 2'be CG is tbe general enforcement
agency for all marine acti vi ty in tbe rederal lIone. Among' tbe
duties are enforcement of sanctuary and tisbery management
regulations, managing vessel salvage, and coordinating oil spill
cleanup operations at sea.
,
U.S. Army corps or Bngineers. 2'be COE contracts and regulates
coastal engineering projects, particularly barbor dredging and
bel!lCh renourishment projects. 2'be COE also reviews and is the
pe.z;-mitting agency ror coastal development projects, artificial
reets, and ottshore structures.
..'

-

.

•

Environmental Protection Agen~.
2'bis agency bas general
responsibility ror controlling air and water pollution. Disposal
ot bazardous wastes and point-source discharge permitting are EPA
runctions.
certain mineral and petroleum exploration and
production activities are managed by EPA. Environmental researcb
germane to waste disposal and pollution also are tunded.
Federal environmental agencies sucb as tbe NHFS, HHS, FWS, and the
EPA' also analyze projects proposing insbore and otrsbore
al terations ror potential impacts on resources under their purview.
Recommendations resulting trom these analyses are provided to the
permitting agencies (tbe COE ror physical alterations in inshore
waters and territorial sea, tbe HHS tor physical alterations in tbe
OCS or the otfsbore Bxclusive Bconomic Sone (EEZ) and BPA ror
cbemical alterations). Even thougb tbe COE issues permits tor oil
and gas structures in tbe EEZ, they only'consider navigation and
national detense impacts, thus leaving tbe rest to the Department
ot Interior, in a nationwide general permit.
EPA is tbe permitting agen~ ror cbemical discbarges under tbe
National Pollution Discbarge Eiimination system program or tbe
Clean Water Act tor cbemicals used or produced in tbe Islands
15
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(:i..e., dr:i.ll:i.ng mud, produced water or b:i.oc:i.des) and then released,
or unde~ the Ocean Dump:i.ng Regulat:i.ons o~ the Har:i.ne Protect:i.on,
Research and sanctuaries Act i~ the chemicals are transported into
the Islands ~or the purpose o~ dumping. When discharge or dumping
permits are proposed, ~ederal and state ~ish and wildli~e agencies
may comment and advise under tbe Fisb and Wildl1~e Coord:i.nation Act
and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). !.I'be CFHC may do
l:i.kew:i.se under the Hagnuson Act and NEPA.
!.I'he proposed V.s. V.I • !.I'erri tor:i.al Harine Reserve System w:i.ll
protect a number o~ :i.nshore grassbeds and coral ree~ areas which
will bope~ullyserve asre~uges ~~r species which ut:i.lize them (Hap
., .2) •
In addition~ tbe government runs several terrestr:i.al
wildli~e sanctuaries in o~~sbore cays.
4.2.5

Habitat recommendations.

!.I'he ~isheries o~ tbe Islands contribute to the. ~ood supply,
economy, and health ot the Nation, and provides recreational and
econom:i.c opportun:i.ties. continued existence o~ the ~:i.sher:i.es. is
dependent upon the prudent managEtment o~ all aspects of the
f:i.shery, includ:i.nghabitat. Accord:i.ngly, activities that adversely
atfect habitat will need to be addressed by the Councils.
Increased productivity o~ stocks may not be possible without
habitatma:i.ntenance and regulatory restrictions.
Recognizing tbat all spec:i.es are dependent on the quant:i.ty and
quality o~ the:i.r essent:i.al habitats, it is the policy ot the
Caribbean Fishery Hanagement. Council (CFHC) to protect, restore,
and improve habitats upon which commercial and recreational marine
tisher:i.es depend, to increase their extent, and to improve their
productive cl!pacity ~orthe benetit ot the present and tuture
generations.- . !.I'his policy sball be supported by the· following
three objectives:
.
1. To maintain the current quantity and productive capacity
ot
habitats supporting important commercial and recreational
fisheries, includ:i.ng their :tood base (Tbis objective may be
accomplished through tbe recommendation of no net loss and
minimization ot environmental degradation o~ existing habitat);
2. :!.I'o restorfii::anCf rebabilitate the prOductive capacity ot
habitats whicb bave already been degraded; and
3. To create and develop productive habitats where increased
fishery productivity will benetit society~

!.I'be CFMC has formed Habitat committees and Advisory Panels :tor the
Islands to address activities that may atfect the habitat ot
:tisheries under the Councils management. !.I'he Councils, pursuant to
the Magnuson Act, will use existing authorities to support state
and federal environmental agencies in their habitat conservation
16

Map 4.2
PROPOSED U.S.V.I. TERRITORIAL MARINE RESERVE SYSTEM
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and will directly engage the regulatory agencies on
actions that may affect habitat. "his may include
commentjng on specific actions, policies, or regulations that
affect the habitat of managed species.
e~~orts

signi~icant

Public hearings and the building of administrative records may be
conducted to assure an adequate disclosure of facts and public
participat~on in actions that adversely a~fect habitat.
"he goal
is to insure that habitat losses are avoided or minimiaed and that
appropriate mitjgation strategies and applicAble research are
supported.
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Telephones: FTS (809) 786-51126. 786-51127. 786-5928. Comm. (809) 753-6910

rehruary 8, 1990

Ms. Patria Custodio
P~'i!s:ldellt

Puerto ~ico Planning Board
P.O. Box 41119
~an Juan, P.R. 00940
np.ar Ms. Custodio:
Em:1osetl are copies of knendment Number 1 to the Fisnery
Plan for the Shallow-Water Reeffish Fishery, Preliminary
Environmental Assessment and Regulatory Impact Review, of Puerto
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands of October 1989, and a copy of the
Fishery Management Plan, Final Environmental Impact Statement, and
Draft Regulatory Impact Review, for the Shallow-Water Reeffish
Fishery of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands of February
1985.
Manag~lnent

We are requesting a Certification of Conslstency with the
Virgin Islands Coas1;a1 Zone Management Program for our First
knendment.
As stated under Section VII of the knendment, we
understand ·that the proposed fishery management system is
consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with the approved
programs of the U.S. Virgin Islands.
It

is very

important that we receive this consistency
in order to submit the doc'Jment to
the red hind area closure due to
begin in December 1990.
~etermination before mid-April
l~FS in May which will permit

Most grateful

f~r

your cooperation.
Sincerely,

~~};t~(~e.
"
r
Jh Miguel Ro16n

~"Executive Director

".
'.

~:.
_.

II!r..j

COMMONWEALTH OF PUItIlTO "ICO

M'nlU.. OOW,nfMftt.ll eenJef. Nort" 8101.
0. DItIIO Awe. StDO U
1".0. . . . . 1UI, &an "lMn, _.ft. 000"'0.

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
PUERTO RICO "LANNING .OARD

M.,

CERTIFICATE OF PROJECT CONSISTENCY WITH THE
PUERTO RICO C~STAL MJ\NAGEMENT PROGRAM

--..-._.... __ ._.

DATE: May 1B, 1990

~PI.oICANT J

NAKE OF

Caribbean Fishery Management Council
C/O Mr. Miguel A. Ro16n, Executive Director

Banco de Ponce
Suite 1108
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00918
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: First amendment to:
Fishery Management Plan
for the Shallow-water Reeffish Fishery for
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
ADDRESS,

PROJECT I.oClCATION,

'nl'E OF PROJECT,

Coastal waters around Puerto Rico.

I:c1..I

Federal activity

\

Activity requiring a federal license or. permit
Federal a.sistance to State or toeal Government
FEDERAL ADlUNISTERING AGEII:Y:

U.S. Department of Commerce,
National Marine Fisheries Service

PROGRAM IDENTIFICATIONl

lS.CFR Part 905

C~TAI.o

zcm:

APPI.oICATION IDENTIFIERl

CZ-90-0302-l00

Ctv.R1NGHOUSZ CERTlFICATIClh

'.rile Puerto Il1co Planning' Board, the delignated stat. agency for ac!m1nistering
Federal consistency procedures 1n Puerto ~co. CERTIl'IES that 1t has received the
notitication and .upportill9 documents., related to the above project. As a result
of an analysil·of the cOll'lllents by relevant agencies of the Government of Puerto
Rico, the Plannin9 loud concurs with t:!S!Sl objectl to
the con.liltency
determination relatill9 to the propoled project.

c::::J

"

- 2 -

Coastal Zone Application
Identifier Number CZ-90-0302-l00

COMMENTS:
The proposed project is 'consistent with the Puerto Rico
Coastal Zone Management Program. The consulted agencies did not
present objections to the amendments to the Fishery Management
Plan during the granted review period.
.
.
PUERTO RICO PLANNING BOARD
EXECUTIVE ORDER 12372

Patr~a G. Custodio
Chairperson

cc:

Maria M. Casse,·ONR (C-390-297-CZ)
F.W.S., Boqueron

.'-

......

-_...-... ..... ..' ..
CARIBBEAN FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
Suite 11 OS 81r>Co de POr>Ce 8ullding. Hllo Rey. Pueno RIco 00918 2S77
T."p/lonn:"5 (lIODj7.51126, 7.5827. 7.51128, Comm (IIOD) 753-&lItO

Honorable Alan Smith i'. Commissioner
Department of Conservation an~ CUltural Affairs
Government of the U.S. Virgin Islan~s
P.O. Box 4340, Charlotte Amalie
St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islan~s 00801
Dear Commissioner:
Enclosed are copies of Amendment Number 1 to the Fishery
Management Plan for the Shallow-Water Reeffish Fishery, Preliminary
Environmental Assessment an~ Requlatory Impact Review, of Puerto
Rico an~ the O.S. Virgin Islands of October 1989, an~ a copy of the
Fishery Management Plan, Final Environmental Impact statement, and
Draft Requlatory Impact Review, for the Shallow-Water Reeffish
Fishery of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands of February
1985.

•

We are requesting a Certification of Consistency with the
Virgin Islands Coastal Zone Management Program for our First
Alnendment.
As stated under Section VII of the Amendment, we
understand that the proposed fishery management system is
consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with the approved
programs of the U.S. Virgin Islands.
It is very important that we receive this consistency
determination before mid-April in order to submit the document to
NMFS in May which will permit the red hind area closure due to
begin in December 1990.
Most grateful for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

em;(tJJ

quel
xecutive Director

..

f?> {RU-'i' ~L""" :'~'. ~;
~~it;.-

H
o

DEPARTMENT DF PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES
HISKY CENTE~UIn: UI
Ho,aA ESTATE NISKY
CHARLOTTE AMALIE, ST. THOMAS, V.I. C>Oeoa

April 17, 1990

Mr. Stephen Monsanto
Chairman
Caribbean Fishery Management Council
Suite 1108
Banco de Ponce Building
Ha~o Rey, Puerto Rico 00913
Re: Fishery Management Plan Amendment No.1.
Federal Consistency Determina~ion

,

Dear Mr. Monsanto:
Thank you fer the opportunity to review the proposed'Amendment
,No.1 to the Fishery Management Plan for the shallow water reef
fish of Puerto Ric~ and the U.S. Virgin I~lands.
I have reviewed the proposal with the Coastal Zone Management
and Fish and Wildlife staff and independently evaluated ~t's
merits. As a result, I concur that the proposed activity is
consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with the V.I.
Coastal Zone Management Program. This consistency determina. tion is made pursuant to Section 904-7 of the CZM.Rules and
Regulations for the Virgin Islands.
'
Thank you for your courtesy in affording me the opportunity
to review and comment on this
. important document.
'.

ADS/RHP/nad
cc: Hon. David canegata
Mr. Denton Moore
Mr. Onaje Jackson
Mr. Robert H. Pederson
OCRM
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rhomas Daley
""
Lillian Greaux
American Littoral society
Department or Planning and Natural Resources, U.S.V.I.
CODREMAR, Government or Puerto Rico
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~his Appendix summarises testimony on the Dratt Amendment
number One to the Shallow-water FHP/EIS/RIR at seven public
hearings.
Included are summaries ot comments received at the
pUblic hearings as well as the written statements received at the
Council ottice.

LOCATIONS

AND

DAXBS OF mBLIC BBARINGS

First Round ot Bearings
st. Croix, U.S.V.I.
st. ~homas, U.S.V.I.
Cabo Rojo, P.R.
Ponce, P.R.
Fajardo, P.R.

April
April
April
April
April

Second Round ot Hearings J ·
st. Croix, U.S.V.I.
st. ~homas, U.S.V.I.

June 26, 1989
June 27, 1989

SUMMARY OF

~ESVMONIES

5,
6,
18,
19,

1989

1189

1989
1989

20, 1989

AND CQUNCIL!S RESPONSE :ro mBLIC BEARINGS

Heasure 10.2.1 Bstablish 2 inches (in the smallest dimension) as
the minimum J/lesb sise tor tish traps.

Comments
- opposition to the measure and proposal ot the actual
lilt mesh size;
- opposition to the measure and pr,oposal ot the li"
mesh size;
- opposition to the measure without a proposal.
This measure received opposition trom tishermen wbo
considered it to be too large, leading to escapement ot
marketable tish, thus affecting their income.
Fishermen trom
st. croix think that the measure will impact their cultural
eating habits which ditter trom other caribbean Islands, and
include a variety ot smaller tish species not consumed elsewhere.
Representatives trom the U.S. Virgin Islands Division ot
Fish and Wildlite believe that the possible loss ot tish :ts·
overstated by tishermen :tn st. Croix and that real loss will
amount to 20\ instead ot 50\.
Council'. RespollBe
Atter careful scientitic analysis the Counc:tl understands
1 A second round ot publ:tc hearings were held :tn st. Croix and st.
~homas due to changes in the management measures proposed.
1

'

.

'.

:

.

that the 2 inch mesh is a necessary measure to insure the recuperation or declining stocks. Any smaller mesh size would not
allow the escapement or a signiricant number or juveniles which
are important to the rishery. !rhe economic impact or the measure
is lessened by the one year delayed implementation.
Measure 10.2.7 A total closure or tbe Bassau grouper is
established, until the stocks are rebuilt to exploitable levels.
(!rhe adoption or this measure logically implies the derogation or
the minimum size and closed season.)
COJlllll8nts
Fishermen opposed the measure as presented by theCbuncil
voicing their concern with an inderinite closure. Although many
rishermen accepted this rishery as almost non-existent and in any
case, only an insigniricant bycatch, they proposed a time rrame
ror the total closure. Many rishermen recommended a two year
time rrame as an adequate amount or time in which to study the
resource and determine its recuperation.
Council's Response
!rhe Council bas concluded arter available data analysis that
the capture or the Nassau grouper is a,rare event. Past spawning
aggregations in st. !rbomas and st. Croix bave been round to be
non-existent. !rotal closure is tbe last management alternative to
allow species recuperation. During the public bearings,
rishermen compared previous catcbes with almost present total
decline or the species. In response to what appears to be a
total col apse or the rishery, the Council bas adopted the
measure. It hopes tbat a presently spawning aggregation
identiried in British Virgin Islands waters, ir protected, might
contribute to tbe reestablishment or tbe Nassau grouper
populations in the sbelr shared by Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin
Islands and Britisb Virgin Islands.
Measure 10.2.9 Data Collection: Gather catch/errort,
length/rrequency, as well as any necessary biological and socioeconomic inrormation, through the improvement or the existing
state-rederal agreements ~or.mulated by NHFS/PR/VSVI and/or
Council's,OWD data gathering ~aa.
.

.

colllllie.nt
!rhe only comment received with respect to this measure
recommended that any socio-economic data collected sbould include
~ishery-independent data.
Council's Response
!rhe

Counci~

is currently in total agreement with this suggestion
(

2

.,

.
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and will try to coordinate data collection with
independent entities such as SEAHAP.

~ishery

Heasure' 10.2.10 f'o prohibit, tluring tile red bind spawning selJson,
~rolll December 1 tllrough Februo'!U']' 28, tile use o~ any ~ishing gelJr
ClJpable o~ capturing ree~fish, such as ~ish trIJPS, book and line,
bott01ll nets, and spelJr, in an area soutbvest of st. 2'.b01lllJS
enclosed by tile qualfrilateral for.med by connecting tile follotfing
four points ill Chart 25641:
18 13.28 H; 65 068~
.
18 13.28 H; 64 5g8~
18 10.78 H; 65 06a~
18 11.88 H; 64 59~
COllllll8nts
Tbis measure was ammended after fishermen in public bearings
oppOsed the lJrelJ closure proposed by the Council. Tbe original
proposal included the south area of St. Tbomas, from Ram Head to
Sail Rock (Appendix A includes maps of tbe original proposal as
well as the final area closure determined by the coordinates ~n
Cbart 25(41). Fishermen's main concern was that the original
area encompased and area too big and tbat the purpose of
protecting spawning stocks could be accomplisbed with a smaller,

area.

~

Council's Response
After examining information received at the first round of
public bearings, identi~ying critical spawnipg sites, tbe council
decided to review tbe original area and adopted a smaller area
closure in the EEZ Southwest of st. Tbomas wbich includes
identified spawning lJreas. Tbis action was supported by
fishermen and local government representatives in charge of
fisbery management and enforcement.
Tbe NHFS and Coast GUlJrd lJre in agreement in the
effectiveness of this management measure and its enforceability,
as demonstrated by tbe Emergency Action closing tIlis lJrea from
December 6, 1989 to Februo'!U']' 28, 1990 which was enforced by these
agencies and supported by tile mayority o~ tile fisbermen.
Other general comments were received but the Council
declined to respond at this time as they were not pertinent to
the actions proposed in this ammendment. These lJre listed in the
Summo'!U']' of Comments available at the Councils' Central Of~ices.
Tbe Council will be addressing some o~ these comments through tbe
Information and Education Program to be implemented during 1990.
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The federal area here is about 4 x 2 x 3 milea. ,This
~cr~,
as the chart explains, rolls in bad weather. The area
,
,,~s so slIIAll that if St. croix were not there to be used ala ~
,
'
. .!IArker it lllAy not have been found, even with today's lIIOdern

("

~

,

~

This area, more so ,than any of the federal areas, has a
.'
.
balance of nature, except for'the high population of turtles.
St. Croix on a whole, because of the deep wate~s that surround
it, has an edge that serves as shelter or hiding place for the
many species of fish that lurk on our shelf. As a result of the
sudden drop off fishermen here do not fish the edge. (Losses
outweigh profit)
•
All fish here are seasonal, though more than one specie ••
may be present at the same time. While those species occupy the
shelf, all the others return to the edge. In this way the edge
serves as a productive force.
Because the balance of nature in this area is at work, ghost
fishing, or lost traps, which is one area of concern that the
counsel has, is irradicated each time we have bad weather. New
traps are known to stay in the same place and are totally smashed.
We do not have a red hind problem in the St. Croix area.
The red hind that spawn here in January are never again seen or
, caught by any fi.herman for the rest of the year.' It is a
totally different kind of hind, and where they come from or
where they go nobody'Jtnows.
The lawsad6pted by the counsel and the way they are written
serves to do more harm in this are,a than good. By catching and
throwing fish back with the hope that they will live is generally
not successfuL Because of strong currents and other natural
conditions they die. Fish (Nassau Grouper, Red Bind. etc.)
once they leave the bottom and come to the surface, even though
they return to the bottom can not live. The maw, or belly lining
comes through its mouth and gills, and only surgery can correct
that. That fis~ when returned to the water stays afloat, or even
if they make it to the bottom, is dazed or retarded and does not
function as a normal fish ever again and is eaten by a bigger fish.

.

·,

.

•
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This causes shark and barracuda to come across the shallow before
their time·and thus disrupts the natural course of nature.
Fishermen of St. Croix are disenchanted with authoraties that
represent fishing on both a local and federal level. This is the
only region in the Caribbean where nothing has been done to promote
the fishing industry. To the fishermen these agencies are
bearers of bad news. Bach time a meeting is called instead of
uplifting the industry they are cODstantly tearing it down. At
these meetings our input is asked for. but it ~s cast aside.
At public hearings we testify and our testimony is ignored. They
leave the office with a set of take it or leave it ideas. and
bring them to the fishermen. If the fishermen get together
and
.
,
make enough noise they take it back to the office. disguise it
"
a little and bring the same thing back. It just looks a littie
different.
BE BEARERS OP GOOD NEWS
SUGGESTIONS
1) Acquire a boat for the region equipped for long lining to
be used for training.
2) Make a study of the turtle population on an island by island
basis. Because of the sightings by fishermen on St. Croix,
they believe that the balance of nature is hard to maintain.
I have seen turtle feeding on seaweed burdened with fish eggs.
The turtle are being blamed for some ghost fishing because
thEVfeed on barnacles on the rope and buoys and sometimes cut
the rope with
.their
sharp teeth.
".
'.
3) Fish attractors. St. Croix with her deep waters that start
so close to here shoreline and an existing bouy. 7 or 8 miles
north of Christiansted that is responsible for about 25\ of
all fish clught on St. Croix. except long liners, can be used
for ex~i~ent because it would be easier to monitor.
4) Disaster. Break the barrier down so that when there is a
,
major disaster (bad weather or loss of boat by accident)
the funds will be readily avaiable ( not grants or hand outs)

.

t'."
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5) True Reporting. Instead of relying aolely on fishermen for
. catch data which ia the cause of these hearings. The department
should ~cquire the data themselves. One man and a vehicle
for two days a month can cover St. Croix. ~bis ia small area an!
true reporting means giving away trade aecrets. You are told
that your report ia confidential, yet when there is an audit
though it cannot be used; I.R.S. asks for it.
6) Marketing. In. as much
aa we do not catch enough fish
for
.
.
.export, we are left to the commercial market which makes supplie:
and insurance etc.,ao expensive it is har~ to compete.
Life's a cycle - we should not take if we are not willing to give.
We store up to use later. Turtle, not for commercial purposes, but
even one per fisherman a year, make these suggestions work, and w,:
would preserve our shelf. We lost our real estate, let us not lose
•
the sea or else it is Paradise Lost.
;
About three months ago I attended an Advisory Panel Meeting
of which am a member. At this meeting we overwelmingly adopted
the 1-1/2- wire to be used in fish pots instead of ~he 2 inch, only
to find that the counsel is not satisfied, so they return with a
public hearing.
Each and every island in the CAribbean has a distinctive
difference and must be recognized and treated so. In Puerto Rico
they do not eat parrot fish, doctor fish , etc. These fish are
cut up and returned to the trap for bait. On St. Thomas and St •
.
John the only specie of grouper that can be eaten without extreme
risk of fish poison is the Nassau Grouper, so are many other species
like goat fish and some snapper etc.
pn St. Cro!:at we market everything we catch. As a matter of
fact, the parrot fish, doctor fish and goat fish are the most
commonly caught and eaten here. Because there is market for
everything we catch we do not target particular species, so we
ao not have a fish shortage problem. with the construction
boom we now have and estimate will last for another six or seven
years, fishing has gotten ~ break. A lot of people are not going
fishing now.
' .

Page 4
. . It is unAmerican to create hardship and burden on a people
where it ia not necessary. If two inch wire ia adopted we would
not, catch parrot fish, grunt., squirrel, fat pork, butter fish
round head smapper, etc. Those are ataple food fish here on St.
Croix. All fishermen here would go bankrupt and their families
atarve.
The fiahermen of St. Croix are asking ~he Legislature, the
Washington Delegate, and the Governor to petition the counsel and
ask that St. Croix,'be exempte,d from the counsel' a Ree,f Fish
Management Plan.' We have suffered from the losa of the entire
aouth aide with the Beaa Oil Deal.
Man has from the beginning of time looked for excuses for
the wrongs they do. Fiahermen, in thia case, are the acapegoat.
but it ia not ao. Environmental impact ia each time we build.a
•
factory. hotel etc., or 'any of the
monuments we build in the t,
,
name of progress without the proper planning. The toxic waste
sewer. etc. flows to the sea. Just as man cannot live with
himself, black,white, rich or poor, so also the fish. Our
shorelines are no more places where fish live. Man'a progress
has driven the fish from our shoreline further to the deep. The
more the progress. the further they go. ~s they move. those
on the deep ~ve too. Those on ahoreline cannot live with those at
the edge.~ith no place else to go they get up and leave.
Remember years ago that large amount of lobster that migrated from
some place and were caught in Puerto Rico?
Any group or agency representing fishing in the region that
involves a collection of islands haa got to know and recognize
the difference. Methoda, culture and eating habits make it
difficUlt
. 'to adopt: anyone plan to suit all without creating
unnecessary hardships on aome.
We can have one people with one agency for different islands
with different methods, different cultures, with a different
contingercy plan for each island. This would bring fairness for
all.

•

'.

The fishing .eason for Nassau grouper in waters under federal
jurisdiction (now known as the Exclusive Ecpnomic Zone) will be
closed ~rom 0001 hours January 1, 1987 through 2400 hours March 31,
1987, according to Jack T. ,Jrawner. Director. Southeast Regional
Office, National Marine Fisheries Service.
This annual closure is prescribed by the Shallow-Water Reef
Fish management plan developed by the CaribbeaD Fishery Management
Council, and is designed to protect spawning aggregations of
Nassau grouper. Regulations prohibit the possession or harvest of
Nassau grouper in the exclusive economic zone during this period
an~ specify that any Nassau grouper taken during this period must
be returned to the sea immediately and with the minimum amount of
harm. This three (3) month annual closure during the spawning
season, in conjunction with the incremental adjustment to the minimum
size limit of one inch per year, is expected to result in rebuilding
of the Nassau grouper population in the management area. The current
size limit for Nassau grouper is 13 inches in total length and will
be increased to 14 inches total length on September 22, 1987.
Violators of these regulations, face penalties up to $25,000.
For further information contact the Caribbean Fishery Management
Council, Suite 1108, Banco de Ponce Building, Bato Rey, Puerto Rico
00918-2577: Phone (809) 753-6910.
(Release of National Marine Fisheries Service/News - Southeast Region
dated 12/22/86 - NR 86-33 CLOSED SEASON FOR NASS~U GROUPER)

..

The

fo1~~wing

are my comments in response to the above press

r~lease.

In meetings with the Council I explained that because of the
difference of each island, more studies should be done before a
contingency plan can be made for the region. That suggestion ft~S
ignored and the contingency plan was made anyway. I am not aga~nst
conserving, 'but it must be fair to all.
~

.

:

"

Puerto Rico fishermen are subsidized and because of the subsidy,
Doctor Fish, Blue Fish (parrot), Squirrel Fish, ~tc., are consiceree
'trash fish', so they are cut ~ and returned to the traps for
bait.

,

St. Thomas, because of high fish poison problems, only certain
species of f~sh are edible without extreme risk. To be precise,
the only specie of gJ:)upe:- that can be eaten without extreme risk

"

.
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-is the ~assau grouper. So, because of subsidy And fish poison, the
fishermen in Puerto Rico and St. Thomas, only fish for particular
species. So, it is URclear how any of these species can be of an
extinct nature.
St. John has that large National PArk Area And they too are subject
to high ,fish poison risk. St. Croix, with no sUbsidy and hi.gh risk
of fish poison, catches. and .arketsevery specie of fish caught.
As a matter of fact, Parrot Fish and Doctor Pish are the two species
.of fish mostly caught in St. Croix. Most of the fish caught are
marketable. The fishermen in St. Croix do not hunt any particular
specie, which makes it hard for any specie to be extinct. St. Croix
has o.nly one area that extends out beyond three miles. That is the
Long Bank area and our drop-off is so sudden that it is either
expensive or impossible to fish. If you try to fish with traps your
loss outweighs your profit; by line, it is so sudden. Your line "
hangs up on the shelf. Because of losses from strong currents and
•
rough seas, the fishermen of St. Croix do not set traps too close to
the edge. Because of that, the average fisherman here does not
catch more than about 10 groupers a year.
grouper searches for a habitat that is suitable for spa~~i~g
and once that is found, they return once or twice a year to the sa~~
place and spawn, which makes them vulnerable to line and trap fishermen, There are known spawning areas in st. Thomas anq Puerto Rico, .
but there are no. knoWn areas in St. Croix.
~assau

"I believe in conservation, but it must be fair to fish ana fishermen alike.: It is either that the Council cUd not do enough stucy
or they just do not have people on tM council who know most of
the traps. Fishermen in the region gather their traps ev~ry four
to eight days. When a fish goes into a trap. depending on conditions at the bottom of the sea, at ~he time the fish has bee~ trapped,
~hen that trap is hauled up, depending upon the conditions at
the bottom and the pressure of water, it is impossible for that
fish to be returned to the water and live because all its' maw
or belly fills with air and comes out through its mouth or gill.

~

Once that happens, there ia no way that fiah ia going to survive.
It is unfair for fishermen to watch their catch either floating
on top of the water or aee it taken away by sharks and barracuda,
because there ia a law that says we should return them to the sea.
What I think should be done is that this law should be repealed and
a better study be made, island by island, with input from tbe hardcore fishermeD: identify the areas where groupers spawn a_nd designate
them as such; and then close ~hese areaa off from fishing each
year from January to MArch. I think it ia un-American to create a
burden and hardship on people where it is not necessary.
Instead of spending money writing contingency plans that are no good,
money sho~ld be spent in teaching o~r fishermen. Look at what is
happening in the caribbean. For years we thought that our deep seas
was just a collection of water ~sed by boats to get from islan~tQ
island. While our Councils write laws that are unfair, boats come
down from the states in large numbers and are landing record catches
from right around us, while our Council is asking us to throwaway
the-little we catch or go tojail. Which of the little fishermen
aroun~ here ever sees $25,000?
The punisr.meilt does not fit the crime. There is no fishermci!n or
woman on St. Croix that leaves his or her home and goes fishing
for gro~per. Bow can it be expected that anybody is going to pay
$25,000 for fish you catch only by mistake. How can they ask the
fisherman to throwaway his children's food. when be knows that the
fish will not surviv~.
If fishermen were more knowledgeahle. there would be nc need for
this particular plan. Where is our Council? The long-liners are
causing so much hardships to our small ,fiShermen. Not only that
they are flooding the local market with their sha~k fish. with
prices way below the price of the local fishermen, but every now
and then they lose their rigging- Can yo~ imagine fifteen to
forty miles of line drifting aimlessly with the current until it
reaches the shallow and gets hung up, which makes it a nightmare
-3-
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to small boats when entangled. The line works its way into th~ c~tlass
bearing and burns it out, thus causing vibration and sometimes leads
to a broken shaft. The end result is costly repairs. The line,
because it was designated for use in the deep and not the shallow,
when it is lost and reaches the shallow, it is also dangerous to
turtle, lobster, etc.
am suggesting that the Council m~et with the ~eads of government
in the region and acquire a boat rigged for long-lines and use it
for teaching, and in the meantime; keep all long-liners at least·
thirty miles from our shores:
I

We will preserve the sprat if we have a fair shot at the whale •
f\•

-

'"" J,; ,
.
Thomas Daley ;'
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TOil
cc:

'
Regional Council/PuertoRico
Honorable Alexander Farrelly. Gove~nor
~onorable Ron de Lugo, Delegate
Mr. Toby Tobias. Fish and Wildlife/St. Croix
Mr. ..olal.c, Pl.:::n and WildJ.l.re/st. Thomas
Department of Conservation and Cultural Affai:s
Honorable John Bell, Senator
Honorable Douglas canton, Senator
Eonorable Alicia Bansen, Senator
Honorable.Alicia James, Senator
Honorable Bent Lawaetz, Senator
Honorable Holland Redfield, Senator
HonOrable Ruby ROuss, Senator
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Mrs. Lillian Greaux
P. O. Box 4642
St. Thomas, V. I. 00803
Telephone (809) 776-7428 .

Mr. Miguel A. Rolon
"
Executive Director. CFMC
U. S. Department of Comnerce
••
National Oceanic and Aduxlspheric Administration
Caribbean Fishery Management Council
Banco de Ponce Bldg.
Hato Rey, P. R. 00918-2577
Dear Sir:
I have read your article dated May 15th together with your Option Paper
of March, 1989.
.
.

First of all, let me say that I am not a fishennan, but my entire family
are fishermen, to include my husband and sons, and on occasion. I also"
do a little line fishing for pleasure.
I have carefully read every page of the dOC1.V1\ent and I just cannot see
how the council can consider taking such measures mentioned in the
article. I realize that the stocks need to b!= rebuilt, but the closure
mentioned is just one more attempt to encourage the little men to steal
in order to feed their family. Closing off the area from Ram Head to
Sail Rock, to me, and I am sure that the majority of the fishermen in
French 101m would agree with me, is quite unreasonable. Most of the
fishermen from French 101m have their traps set in the area that you are
proposing to close. This means only one thing, between the period of
December to February, the fishermen who have their traps set within the
proposed closur~ area. IIIlSt remove their traps either north or -past Ram
Head or Sail Rock. This is quite some distance to set traps and very
unreasonable for the fishermen with small boats and engines. Most times
the weather is so bad that they would just have to leave their traps out
there until the-:)o'eather is better which could be at times a week or maybe
longer. Additionally, some·fishennen would be forced to set their traps
far out, and endanger their lives to raise them in order to make a buck
to support their family.
.Regarding the matter of the mini.nuJn mesh size, I also feel that a minimum
mesh size of 2 inches is rather unfair. Have you considered the size fish that
can escape fran a 2 inch mesh? I attended your last meeting where a few
people asked that you consider a 11 inch mesh. I feel this size is ITOre
reasonable because it would allow the fishermen to catch medium size fish
which are very IIDJch in demand now. I myself prefer to eat a medium-size
fish than a larger one. What I would suggest is that the fishennen lonO
catches real small fishes throw them back in the sea. Incidentally, one
popular fish, the goat fish. doesn't grow big and all of them would escape
from the 2 inch mesh.

'.
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The other measure requiring a self-destruct panel for the fish traps, to me,
is reasonable. I have no problems with that measure.
The only thing that I can gather from these measures is that the fishermen
who hl!ve been fishing within your proposed closure area. should just pack up their
gears and forget about fishing altogether.
I also IIIJ.St disagree with paragraph tw\:) of page thi-ee of the Option Paper.
You are saying that this measure might reduce the JUJmber of part-time
fishermen, and in part ... "that larger mesh \;OUld discourage the use of
traps by part-time fishermen because average JIlJlIber of fishes per trap
will decrease." Of course, if you pass this measure, the part-time fishermen
would have to sell their boats, traps and fishing gears, and join the poverty line
I think this is quite unreasonable because part-time fishermen are doing
.
fishing on a part-time basis mostly because they cannot properly survive and
support their family with their present income, so they sacrifice in good and
bad weather to catch a few fishes to be able to enjoy some of the good things
in life, as are enjoyed by the IOOre fortunate people. By this measure, you
are only encouraging more stealing in our colllllLlnity, because the fact is,
l'eople cannot survive without money to purchase the necessities, such as
food and clothes.
Let' s face it, life is tough and passing these measures
just makes it tougher for a selected few.
Before passing such a measure,
give a lot of thought to what this proposal \;OUld do to the little men; the
ones who work so hard to make ends meet honestly, but always get the messy
end of the stick. The big time fishermen do not have to worty about anything
they have hugh boats and hWldreds of traps and can set them an}'\onere in
the deep seas - they don't have to worry where the next dollar for dinner
is coming from. The little men are the ones who will suffer (they always do).
Annother. thing I want to mention, is that people come from all over the
United States with big boats and hWldred and hWldred of traps and set them
way out in the ocean and bring in thousands and thousands of pounds of fish,
sell them to the hotels and big restaurants and nothing is said about this.
Maybe. just maybe, some of these same people are not even contributing to
our resources by paying taxes. At times, too, boats come in from our
neighboring islands with their catch and sell them on our waterfront and
nothing is said about this practice. Just let one of our fishermen even
think of going close to British waters to catch fish or even sell fish,
and the Birtish government authorities are ready to. arrest them. This practice
is also W'lfa~r and unjust and should be looked into.
.
These matters are the things the ~ci1 and lor PNR should be looking into,
instead of trying to take the bread out of the little fishermen m:JUth.
.
I'd like to inject that to stop part-time fishermen. is similar to stopping
other part-time 'WOrkers, for example, part-time taxi drivers! pa~-time
nurses. cashiers. etc •• and all other people who take part-t:une Jobs to
supplement their already too lew
, salaries.
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There is also another item. The proposed closure area would also mean that
between December and February, I, along with other \WOmen, who go fishing
on Sundays and holidays for pleasure, will also have to eliminate this
activi ty, since most 1o'Olllen cannot go out too far at sea and usually fish
within the shallow waters, for example, Flat Cay, Thatch Cay, and the
surrounding waters of Water Island, stc. This is unreal. This could only
mean that we women J!Dl.St also give up one of the things we enjoy most - fishing.
Please give this matter some serious thougIY before implementing any of the proposed measures.
On page seven of the Option Paper. paragraph one states "the fishermen are
concerned that the fish are getting smaller. They know they are taking too

many juveniles and they are trying to protect the resource so they will have
something to keep going back to." It makes me wonder which fishermen you are
"talking about, because most of the fishermen from French T~~ and the parttime fishermen that I spoke with didn't even know of your last meeting. It
was just by chance that someone heard about the meeting. and started calling
everyone to attend at the last minute.
I have a few suggestions:

1. When you are having a meeting to discuss important issues as the above, proper
notification should be given to the fishermen. Is is only fair that they
know about something which will affect their livelyhood. Notices sh~uld be
placed at the Fish house in Frenchtcwn and the grocery stores in that area. Annour:
ments should also be made via radio and tv.

2. Have a talk with all the fishermen, not just a few, before implementing
will. affect a lot of people.
any measures. Remember that these measures
:::-Page 10 of your Option Paper list agencies and persons consulted. None of
the fishermen from Frenchtcwn are listed here. If a law affects certain
people, a representative of these people should be consulted and listed.
I am asking that you read this presentation at your next public hearing
to be held in St. Thomas on June 27th at the V. I. Hotel.
I would appreciate if you can withhold my name, but if this cannot be
done, then I request that you read it as is.

If you need to contact me, I can be reached at (809) 776-7428.
TharU<

~/~
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/'\,...,J 7. .
Mrs. ,till
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CORAL REEF CONSERVATION CENTER
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75 VIRGINIA BEACH DRIVE eUY BISCAYNE e MIAMI. FLORIDA 33149' (~361-449'

April 3, 1989
Wayne SwinB1e, Executive Director
Gulf of Hexico Fiahery HanaBement Councl1
5401 W. ~ennedy Blvd. -- Suite 881
Tampa, Fla. 33609
!.!.: Reef Fiah Fiebery ManaBement Plan
Amendment One
Subject: Prohibition on FiahinB with Fiah Trapa
ln the Excluaive Economic Zone (EEZ)

Dear Mr. Swinale:
The use of wire-mesh fish ,raps should be prohibited throughout
the EEZ, b~sed on (l)the'lesislative objectivea of the Hagnuson
Fishery Conservation and HanaBement Act and (2)the manaaement
objectivea of the 1981 Reef Flsh Flahery HanaBament Plan.
Draft reBu1ation 50 CFR 641.7(1) should be adopted as propoaed, so
that "it is unlawful for any person to flah with fish traps in the
Exclusive Economic Zone."
The Council has recognized that many reef flsh apeciee are, overfished and that a manasement atrateBY muat 6e lmmediately implemented to rebuild the apawnins atock of all reef 1iah species.
One key element of thia atrateay must be to atop fiah traps from
continuinB to kill larae number a of juvenile reef fiah before they
have had an opportunity to become part of the apawnina atock.
The

Council has recoanlzed that the reef fiah community includes
needs numeroua fiah epeciea not tarBeted for commercial
harvestina -- but which compriae from 38% to 54% of the average
fish trap catch (Sutherland and Harper 1983: Taylor and HcHichael
1983)*. Thia waateful decimation of apeciea recoBnlzed to be inteBral componenta of .the
halted •
. reef flsh com.unity muat be
.
In the beat lntereats of flaheriea manasement and reaource conservation, fiah trapa Duat be prohibited throuahout the EEZ.

~

"

Sincerely.

ALEXANDER STONE
Center Director
*Sutherland D. L. and Harper D. E. 1983. The wire-fiah trap fishery of Dade and Broward Countiea. Fla. Har. Rea. Publ. No. 40.
*Taylor R. G. and HcHichael R. H. 1983. The wire-fish trap fishery of Monroe and Collier Countiea. Fla. Har. Res; Publ. No. 39.

AMERICAN LITTORAL SOCIETY

T.....:~~=~R~:CENTER

75 VIRGINIA BEACH DRIVE ol.EY BISCAYNE 0 MIAMI. FLORJDA )3149 0 (305) 361 .....95

April 3..1989
Omsr Munoz-Ioure. Executiye Director
Caribbean Fishery Management Council
Banco de Ponce Bldg. -- Suite 1108
Ha to Rey. Pto. Rico· 00918
.'
.lll Request for Am,endaent

to leef Fish Fishery Mansgement Plan
subject: Prohibition on Fishing with Fish Traps
in the Excluaive Economic Zone (EEZ)

Dear Mr. Munoz-loure:
The Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council ia aoYing to adopt
regulatory changes [SO CFI 641.7(i») to prohibit fishing with fish
traps in the portion of the EEZ under GHFMC juriadiction. We formally request that the Caribbean Fiahery Management Council immediately initiate proceedings to adopt the aame prohibition within
,its juriadiction.
Aa initisl documentation .upporting this requeat. ve aubmit the
encloaed American Littoral Society poaition pafers and -- by
reference '-- the appropriate aectiona of the GHFHC a February 1989
Environmental Assessment and Re,ulatory Iapact Reyiew prepared a.
part of Draft Amendment One to the GMFHC leef Fish Fishery
Management Plan.
We
request a for.sl
appropriate action OD
operating procedure ••

reaponae to this
correspondence
and
our request in accordance with Council

"

~~
ALEUNDEI STONE
Center Director
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75 VIRGINIA BEACH DRIVE· ~EY BISCAYNE· MIAMI. fLORIDA 33149· (305) 361-4495

April 3. 1989
Wayne Svintl •• Ex. cat i •• Dir.ctor
Gulf of K.xico Fi.herr K.na •••• nt CoaDcil
5401 W. [.nnedy Bl.d •. -- Suit. 881
Tampa. Fl.. 33609
Reef Fi.h Fi.h.rr K.n •• e.ent Pl.n
Illendment ,One
aubject: AdYerae Fi.h Tr.p I.p.ct.
00 Reef Fi.h Popul.tionl

~:

Dear Hr. Swinsle:
The uae of vir.~melh filh ~rlpl. II per.itted under the Council'l
1981 Reef Filh Filhery Hanaseaent· Plan. i. incompatible vith the
lIaintenance of bioloaicil diY.r.it~ .nd Iplvnin. .tock biom~.. for
reef fish comllunitie ••
Hon-SelectiYity of Fl.h Trap Catche.
It is the species compo.ition of filh trip c.tches th.t lies at
the heart of opposition to their continued a.e in the' reef fish
fishery.
All the fi.h trap catch .urveya perforlled by acientific
organization. reyeal • sianificant dear.e. of fi.h trap .pecies
non-selectivity.
Fishery biolo.i.t. froa the Florid. Bureaa of Karin. Research
(Taylor and, McMichael. 1983) hl.1 IYltl.lticlll, lur.lyed the
catches of 1964 fi.h tr.p haul. vhile undlr .cta.l operlting
cond! tion. on-bolrd cOllaercil1 filhill, bo.t..
One-hundr:ed-.ndeleyen reef fi.h .pecie. vere id.ntified •• 0111 the tr.pped fish.
even thou.h Ie •• than 10 .pecie • • ccounted for 50% of the total
c.tch.
Fifty-four percent of the 13.337 fi.h .urv.red vere
tropic.l. Ind other DOD-co.aerci.l .pecie ••
ID

I
p.rallel .tu.d" conducted br the If.Uona! M.riD. Filheri ..
Service~ (Sath.rl.lld Illd H.rper,
1983). coap.r.ble r.lulte v.re

obt.ill.d.
ID that c •••• oll.-hulldred-.lld-foar diff.r.llt r •• f fi.h
.p.ci •• v.r. tr.pp.d.
Of the 5984 illdi.idu.l fi.h ill'pected. 38%'
vera tropic.le eDd oth.r DOD-terl.t ep.ciee.
Amolll the •• jor f •• ili •• of tr.pp.d tropic.l •• th.r. v.r. 17%
anselfieh. 9% trunkfi.h. 7% .ur.eollfieh. eDd 5 to 6% each
butterflyfi.h. p.rrotfi.h .nd vr..... (T.rlor IDd McKicha.l,
1983).
,
When all the d.t. froa these varioul South Florid. Itudies il
combined. analy.ie .hov. th.t. o.er.ll. 49% of 19.321 trapped fiah
vere non-tarset tropic.l ••

Fi.h tr.,. vith the f.der.ll, plraittld 1-inch-by-l-inch .e.h .ize
catch fiafi averaging 1111 thin one pound (2.2 kg). wlth h.lf of
all tripped fi.h actu.ll, vliShlDS 1....
Target grouper. .na
.naPPlr •• re c.ught vhile .till juvlnile.. Thlir futurl yilld .nd
reproductivl potlnti.l i. lo.t.
Thu., fi.h trIp' aa, Ilriou.l, rlduel 1.rSlr food-filh .tock. due
to juvlnill re.ov.l.
They aly deplete the popul.tion of .n,
eommerei.l or non-commerci.l reef .pecie. tb.t do.. Dot aove
freel, from .itl to .itl. Therlfore. eontinuld u.e of fi.h trap.
in thl Exelu.ive Economic ZODe c.n be Ixp.ettd to b.ve highly
neSltivI efflct. on ,pleie. diver.ity .nd fi.h bio.... of reef
fi.h eommunitie ••

.'

Sincerll,.

,

~

~a~1(J.ico
ALEXANDER STONE

Center Director
AS:hm
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Department of Plannin& and Natural Resources
Division of Fish and Wildlife
La Boon Street Compl~x-Room 203. Fredrriks;ed.
ST. CROIX.

u.s, VIRGIN

ISLANOS ooa4l0

-March 30. 1985

Denton Moore. Director
Division 0: fish and ~ildli!t. St.

mox:

!ho~!

~illiac !o~!as. fishe=ies Biologist I:
Divisior, of fish am! I<ildlih. St. eroi>:

RED HU'D/!11.'!!ON SNAPPER SPA1,NING AREAS
RED
1.

NASSAU GROt~ER
Season Closure for the Months of January, February and March
Annually (JAhL1ARY 1 - ~lARCE 31)

2~

Area to be affected - the eastern end of Long Bank (i N miles east c:
St. Croix) Beginning at 17 0 50' 30" Nand 44 0 26' 00" '" at the northeast
corner at the 100 fm co~tour; thence Bouth 2.6 nautical miles to 17 0 46'
20" Nand 64 0 26' 00" I< at the southeast corner; thence west south"e~:
along the 10(1 fit curve 2.2 N Idles to 17 0 47' 00" anc! 640 ZS' 00" 1<. at thE
sCluth.'est corner; thenc~ north 3 • .5 N. miles to 17 0 50' 3(1" N anc· f.-' ::f' f"
~ a: th~ nc~th.e~: corne:.

Hlh~ Ah~

Spa'~ing

The area

describ~d

i!

appr~ximately

4.6 aq miles.

"Hi'nON SNAPPER (aka \'irgin Snapper)
1. Spa'-::in~ Seaso:: Closure for th~ MonthE of April.
(APRIL 1 - JUNE 31).
2.

Ma~'

and JunE Annua:l:,'

Area to be affected - 3.1 N. Miles Boutheast of Long Point off the
coast of St. eroi);.

5O~th

.....

.'

'.

PXD

HI~D/Mt'T10N S~APPtR SPA~~l~

AREAS continued.

Beginnin£ at 17 0 38' 30" !i and 61,0 51' 00" west at the nortbeast corner
south,;ard to 17 0 38" 00" !i and 64 0 51' 00; wen at the aouthust corner
to the 100 fm contour; thence westward to 17 0 38' 00" II and 64 0 53' 00" "
along the,lOO fm contour to the southwest corner; thence northward to 17 0 3E'
30" Kant 640 53' 00" \.' at the northwest corner.

.

Tne area described iE approximate
Iv 1.0 aq miles.
.
S!tuation

an~

!ieee

Serranids (grouper) lutjanidf (snappers represent two of the'most commercially
ilr.?prtant reeffish fan:ilies in the Caribbean (Caribbean Fishery Management
Council. 1985). Certain fish species from both families bave developed reproductiv£
strategies to increase egg and larval survival by reducing predation (Johannes, 1976i;
uniprtunately. the reproductive behavior of the fishes at this time make thelt highly
vulnerable to fishing pressure. Munroe(1974) reported bandline and fish trap catcne.
1.l1' tc 1000 kg per day b~' fishermen harvesting a breeding aggregation of !iassa::
grouper. Et>inet>helus striatus. off St. 'Ihomas. C.S. Virgin Islands. In add~:::.;:~,
tt' ~ass2:: grc>uper. red hind Cf.:, guttatus) spa"'ing populations bave alsp ser;i.'Ously
been depleted around St. Thomas by overfishing (Olsen and LaPlace, 1978:<.
Muttl;?n snapper (Lut1anus andis'. locall~' called "virgin snapper" are caught i~,
insular shelf waters frolt 1-50 III in depth by traditional hook and line and fist
trap methods. Normal catch rates are low. averaging 1.3% of the total veight of the
fish trap catch (Division of Fish and Wildlife, unpublished data).
A Epa"~ing aggregation of mutton snapper has been located by fishermen off the soutr.
shore of St. Croix and i t has been the subject of a small but intensive (hane!line)
fishing effort since 1979. The number of vessels comprising the snapper fleet
fluctuates daily. depending on the previous days' catch. local weather conditions ane!
sel! state. A maximulI: of 33 vessels averaging 18 ft in length' (66-99 fishermen) han
been noted during an evening's snapper fishing (personal communication ~ith Fran;is.:
~:e 1er.ce;;. co=erc:i a1 !isnen:ar,',.
The fishin~ e fi or: is concentra ae! f C;r .. ~-. cr.':.·
p~r:iocl .::tE: tnt iul: mc-:::.• d1.:rinF l:he months 0: Februar~' througr. J1.l:~'.
Data obtainec! frolt perso~81 contact interviews 'dth fishermen by Divis.ion por:
sl!r:plin~ agents indicattods that tbe mutton snapper spawning aggregation sholo's s i!=n! •.
overfishing'(i.e., fewer number ane smaller size fish caught) ('Iobias, 196&,.
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May 4, 1989

fir. Kiguel Rolen

Executive Director
caribbe.in Fishery Management CQuncll
SUite 1108
Banco de Pclnce Bu11dil'l9
Hato Rey, P.R. 00916-2577
Dear fir. Roll5n:
The CorpOration for the Development and Administration of the Marine,
Lacustrine, and Fluvial Resources of Puerto Rico hereby presents its
COIIITlents on the proposed amenCbents to the Fishery Management Plan for the
Shallow-vater Reeffish Fishery of Puerto Rico and the o.s. Virgin Islands

(FMP).

"e!'1!IUre

1. We CC11'1C1Jr that there is • need to increase the miniuurn abe of
the mesh of the fishing pot, "nasa- to 2 inches to .. allow
escapement of juveniles of species of comnercial in\?ortance as
one means of illproving the shallCl\o"'"Wllter fishery of Puerto Rico.
Should this measure be incorporated into the nIP, there should
be a grace period of two years for all those traps which are
COITp:)88d of plastic-covered vireo
The purpo.se of such grace
period is to minimize the econanic difficulties on ·fishermen
using this type of wire. A grace period of one year would be
appropriate for all other trap types.
We recognize that an autodestruct panel on fishing posts IIWIt be
used and that • 10 day period is appropriate.
We r~ite the

current poor atatua of the Nassau 'gralper
(!pinephelua atriatus) fishery and support • minillUl1l abe of 24"
for landeQ indivIduAla.
Since the purpose of the original
III!InIlgement mea.sure 1a to protect jUV'1!S'liles fran capture, and
aince we believe the min1lrum aize regulation will achieve this
pl1"po88, we cannot support • total closure of this fishery.
1:CI'It ••

commonwealth of puerto rico: : corporation for the
development & administration of the marine, lacustrine & fluvial resources of puerto rico
p.o. box: 2629, san juan. p.r.• 00903 - 2629
(809) 725·7200
.

Mr. Miguel Rolen

Page 2

Meu"ln!

c.

We recognize that aocio-econanic CSata are nee&!<5 W

this

INppOrt

1DeaSIll:1t.

Alt:hcugh not covereel by this ~It, we wish to exprUs cur concern
for the current status of the Reel ~ (!:.. quttatus) fishery anCI believe
that management mea.sures netj!d to be ta)ten to
. protect thi" resource. •. .

1 hope that our carmenta will be helpful to the c:cuncil in &!termining
the itrplernentation of the proposed amenanenta.

Cordially,

cc HoIl. JosE E. Labor&!
Sec:retary

Department of Natural Resources

'.
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